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INTRODUCTION 
BIGRAPH is a professional graph1cs-chartmg and stctisticcl analysis program for Apple II+ le 
personal computers. It was designed lo be used by individuals in sales. marketing, admmistrahon, 
forecasting and general management as well as m home and small business opplicctions. Educa 
tors, students and hobbyists will also f md B1GRAPH to be of great utility in a wide variety of 
cpplicoti '1S. 

B/GRAPH allows the erection of numerous typos of graphs and charts, as well as providinq 
slat snccl and cnolyticcl tools for the evaluation of data. 

BiGRAPH is not only a powertul tool with a great number of user options. but rs also very 
simple to use for the beginner. More than one year m development. BIGRAPH consists of JO inte 
grated, easy to master program modules. 

This manual consists of a number of comprehensive tutoncls. designed to allow you to quickly 
learn how to use the pr gram package end each indrviducl program I dule, Each is a step by 
step, hands-on course that will take you through each module, explcmmq every Iuncnon and op 
uon, Each lesson ts 111 ·ratt:<l wnh actual pictures of whet will appear on } our TV screen or 
momtor. This is especially useful if you will be studymg the manual away from the computer. 

Included is a short course m dote analysis and stctistics. The analytical and stousticcl tools 
available m B GRAPH are designed for use by indtviducls without any pnor trammg or expertise 
m this area. Although by no means intended as a replacement for formal training 01 mdividuol 
study m stctisuccl analysis this chapter will provide sufficient background m basic stotisticcl and 
data analysis concepts to enable the begmner to use the programs in BIGRAPH. Of course for 
those who simply wish to use the extensive graphing and charting copobilities of B GRA?H the 
stctisncs tutonal and associated program modules may be placed aside for the time bemg. A 
bibhoqrcphy and sugges·ed reading list is provided for those who wish to explore this area further. 
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2 The Quick Reference Manual is designed to explain the rncjor keystroke Iunctions m each 
module. C rib1nf".::I wi:n tn v,. scr :ien menus 1: w. allow those ma hurry toge: stared to Jo so 
without having to spend a great deal of time reading the comprehensive tutorials. The table of 
contents will also be found to be qure handy m f,r.dmg where any give!! Function is .... xoknr-ed in 
detcil. 

It is the mtention of the program authors to not only provide on-gomg support and assistance 
to regis;ered B GRAPH owners, but also to connnuo to enhcnce and ref!P.e the B GRAPH orogram 
and provide specichzed program modules m the future. . 

We greatly appreciate your purchase of 8/GRAPH and welcome your comments and criticisms. 
Please take a moment now to fill out and return the · .nclos d owner reg1srralion card. Tbs is the 
only method by which we can determine that you are an authorized, registered user of BIGRAPH 
and thus eligible for both assistance and revisions, and updates as they become available. 
Batteries Included 
Toronto 

00000()f)()()f)00 

SPECIFICATIONS AND 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
BIGRAPH is designed to be used with Apple II+ 'etc Personal Computers. It may be used with any 
Apple II+ lelc or compctible computer system. 

Either a black & white or color television or monitor may be used. B/GRAPH makes extensive 
use ,i tr.e Apple Il + le computer's color ccpcbilines and thus the use of a color TV or monitor rs 
strongly recommended. 

A disk drive, able to operate under Apple ll + le DOS, or equivalent, is also required. Use of a 
second dnve is oph incl. although recommended. 

All commands and data input are entered via the keyboard. 
All graphs. charts and data screens created with B/GRAPH may be dumped to an appropriate 

graphics printer. UsP of a prmter is optional and lack of a prmter m no way restricts the usefulness 
of other B/GRAPH capabilities. 
Cards and Printers supported include ... 

la: PKASO NE12 Printer Interface with NEC PC-8023A or C. ltoh PROWRITER 8510 or 1550 
lb· PKASO EP-12-80/100 Printer Interlace w11r Epsor MX-80 or MX-100 
le. PKASO AP12 Pnnter Interface with Apple DMP 
Id: PKASO ID12 Color Printer Interface with IDS Color Prism 
2: GRAPPLER Pnnt ·r Interface with Epson Pnnters 
3a: APPLE DUMPLING Graphics Card with IDS Pnsm and Paper Tiger 
3b: APPLE DUMPLING Graphics Card with Epson, Anandex, Okidata, C-ltoh NEC or Centromcs 
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IMPORTANT NOTE 

Pnnters used with these cords must of course hove graphics ccpobilines or be equipoed with 
grop JCS hardware m id1hcation." as requir.ed. Please check with your dealer for printer suncbihty 
and test that your current or cnticipoted printer or printer cord con be used with the current version 
of BGRAPH. ' 

Th;re ore several important �ints to be noted by oil Apple owners, but particularly those with 
II� s and Iles. You may notice rrorn t1m, to time that tho program pauses in th middle of on oper 
otion such as displaying o menu screen. This is completely normal and you will regain control 
of the program within a few seconds. 

. It is also rmportont for Ile/c owners to be aware that 1f you ore loading B'GRAPH immediately 
alter running another program, you should power down the system for at least 30 seconds. If 
not, you may find that graphs on the high-res screen ore displayed mirror-image or upside down 
Usmg a re-boot with CTRL-OPEN APPLE-RESIT will usually ovoid this problem · . 
.. B1�RAPH is unable to take advantage of lower caso letters either as commend input or as 
, labels for graphs. Owners of IIe1c s should therefore ensure that their cops-lock key is down at all 
arnes. 

·• Registered owners of BIG RA PH will be advised from time to lime as new printers, cards and 
plotters are sup .rted. Pleosc ad ;1se us ol your requirements. 

In �rder to use this program to its fullest, you will need to save your graphs images and data 
:o disk irequently We suggest thct you have at hand o supply off, .rmctted disks for t:us purpos . 
You cannot save your data or graphs to the B/GRAPH disk, smce it is wnte protected and domg so 
will void any wcrrcnty we uphold tor the program or disks. 

s 

ABOUT GRAPHS 

WHY USE THEM? 

FOREWORD 
Graphs are oids to understanding. They exist If' many forms, but they all shore the common 
characteristic that they are diagrams that illustrate mformohon. Many people are uncomfortable 
when presented with several columns of m .. rnbers and asked to understand and analyse them 
for patterns, relationships, or trends. By wisely selecllng the best graph form, the designer of a 
graph con translate the desired miormauon to a readable term and help the reader to understand 
the siqni] iconce of the mformation. The graph, therefore, is a pictorial communication device. 
The some cnteno apply whether the graphic mformahon concerns the federal budget, divisioncl 
sales performance, or the historic on-base performance of o free agent baseball player. 

There are venous kinds oi graphs. The reason for diversity is that different kinds of situations 
and mformcnon require different modes of presentahon. The same could be said for using a sonata 
rather than a concerto when expressing a musical idec. A iew oi the popular graph types are 
line bar, end pie. There ore several names for each of these. Every held has its jargon, and 
graphmg is no exception. We will refer to the above as they are m popular use. The line graph, 
probably the most common, will be used to establish the basic terminology and common aspects of 
graphs. 

Graphs ore used lo present selected information in a pala!able form. It is unlikely that the graph 
maker will show all cvoilcble mlormction pertaining to a pcrticulcr subject. Rother, h1ghhghts are 
usually selected whv·h support the author's pomls. For example, 11 your division hos been steadily 
increasing its profits. the nsing line on a graph is the standard shorthand for this. The image of 
a ns ng lme has greater s1gruhcance for most people then o long lis: of numbers, even 11 they are 
generally increasing as the reader scans down the column. The baseball slugger might pomt to 
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TYPES OF GRAPHS 
LINE GRAPHS 

a similarly nsmg line which represents his home run production over the last few seasons. The 
implication for the reader is that the trend is ever mcreasmg, very desirable in both of the above 
srucnons. 

Graphs can illustrate relotionships not previously noticed. A regular decrease m sales al the 
end of each quarter could be apparent on a graph while all but .rnnot, eoble as a senes of 
numbers. If nothing else, the well done graph can maintain interest in a presentation while a list 
cf nur ber. coula result m the opposite effect. Ii the hme ovoi able for presentation is limited, a 
pictoncl display of the data is a speedy means of communication. 

inese reasons share the major strength of graphs: th, •y Im .htate commumcatton. 

The line graph is the most commonly used graph because of its simplicity. It is essenhally a series 
of connected points. This rype will be used to illustrote the common fea:ures oi popular graphs. 
The graph below illustrates the yearly homicide rate of a Iicntrous city over a period of years. See 
figure I. 

The first impression is that the rate increases loirly steadily from 1954 to 1982 and then de 
creases for a Iew years. At the end of the timo interval shown, the mid 1990's, the trend shows sign 
of agmn increasing. Most people would have little difficulty in coming to roughly the same conclu 
sion trorn :he graph even though they may see next to nothing m a table oi years and number 
of homicides. The graph tells a very quick story. 

An excrrunouon 01 Irie above figure will provide the structural detmls cf this family oi graphs. 
Title - HOMICIDE RATE is a concise summary of who; tho graph is about. The reader kno NS 

what mlorrnouon to expect. 
Labels - YEAR tells :�e reader that time is mcreasmg as the graph line rn es • the nght. 

MURDERS increases as the line moves up. These are convennons - values increase as the grapn 

7 FIGURE I 

moves up and to the nght. It does not have to be this way but it has been generally done this 
way for a : g :1 e and confusion is ovoided by continuing the tradition. The fact that years are 
along the honzontal line tells us that the homicide rate depends 0;1 which Y9?-r is looked at. Given 
a year, ;h1:, grapri provides a rate. Tais rs sometimes km wn cs a time senes . Stctisticions like 
that term. Most of the graphs examined here will be time series - they are very popular m bust- 
ness · 

An example of a graph which is not a time senes is the result of measuring the temperature 01 
:he atmosphere as the oltitude mcreoses, Th ..onz, ntal mas would be altitude while the verucal 
axis temperature. · ks Th Along the axes, m cddition to the labels, are numbers and short Imes - hCK mar . ese 
symbols enable the reader to retrieve precise quanhtal!ve mformahon. For example, how many 
murders were committed in 1978? Not cli graphs display numbers along the axes. The d mend 
supply curves in economic textbooks include labels without numbers smce they quahtal!vely show 
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THE LINE ITSELF 

a certain behaviour - m this case the intersectton of two lines resulting in a selhng pnce. The 
graphs m this discussion, however, are all quontitcuvo. 

There is a subjective aspect to quantitahve graphs: the notion of scale. What numbers are to 
be shown on :he axes. In hme senes graphs, ,he honzontal scale includes the umo intervals being 
examined - the days, months, years, or periods. Generally, show all numbers unless they result 
in overcrowding. In that case, show regularly spaced intervals. The values must be easily read. 
That is the pomt of the exercise. Tick marks make 11 easier for the eye to identify pcrticulcr values 
of the scale. 

On the verl!cal axis, the ranges can be anything, under 60 murders, $100 billion to S400 billion, 
15% to 97%, etc. The best scale is sometimes a matter of decidinq which delivers the desired 
impact, hopefully without misleading the reader. Smee space is always limited, it is generally best 
to use as much of it as possible. Showing a scale ol C to IC" c n me HOMICIDE grapn would mean 
showmg more white space and compressing the hne since the space on the page remains the 
same. It would perhaps be iustified 1f other graphs were bimg compared which went to 100. To 
rmr irmze th chance of rmsrepresentcnon. 11 is frequently desirable to include zero as a base. This 
gives the reader a point of reference. It may, however, not be a concern and provide more hin 
dror cs to »nmumcouon than help. A stock trading in the 88-91 range falls into this category. 

The actual numbers shown on the scale should be easy to read. Numbers that are even, 
ending in zeros or that are meaning! ul gradations for the pcrticulcr situction are preferred. Because 
the bes: scale depends on wnct the purpose of the graph is, 11 is desirable to be able to modify 11 
when necessary, as B/GRAPH permits. 

Bcsod on th data, the axes and s :ales are established so that the data points can be plotted. The 
line graph simply connects these points. The result is a line which is really the sum of small line 
segments b tween each successive pair of pomts, On a dot matnx printer, the lines are ·nly as 
reliable as the resolution (dots per square mch). For most applications, the popular printers are 
more than adequate. The proviso is most relevant when a great deal of rapidly varying data is 

9 included m one graph. Plotters suffer less from this problem. . 
The plotted points which the lines connect can be dots or other sy�bols which are more 

pronounced BJGRAPH allows the 'x, 'o', and'+' Ior 1h1s purpose. See llgure 2. 

FIGURE 2 FIGURE3 

Using dilierent symbols is necessary when plotting more than one factor on the same graph. Say, 
for example, that homicide rates for two diiierent cihes are shown on the same ?raph. Through 
different symbols for the data points or different line markings, the companson ts effectively made. 

The component-pan, or area graph. can show totals and rnghhght con�hluent contributions. 
In the multiple factor graph above, each line uses the same honzontal axis tor its base line. In 
the area graph, each factor line serves both as its contribution and the total to that point as well as 
the base Jme for the next iactor. The successive components are seen as layered areas. 

The line of the uppermost factor represents, then, the boundary for its contribution and the 
total of all the Ioctors. See figure 3. 

A distinctive hll pattern of color, as m B GRAPH, can stnkmgly demonstrate how one compo- 
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MORE EXTENSIONS TO 
THE BASIC LINE GRAPH 

nent is tending to become more significant. An area graph of computer sales versus hme showin 
mom trames, m1m�, and micros would h1ghhgh: the exircordincry grow:h of the micro. g 

Multiple fac:ors de�nbed above is Just one extension to the simplest line graph. To atd the e e m 
reading values off tne graph, lines parallel to the axes, a gnd, can be drawn. See figure 4 y 

Smee these gnd lines pass through the area in which the graph is drawn confusion moy 
result. Agm�. while this lccihty is s .me-rnes helpful and is supported by B GRAPH t's effect 
should be e".aluated m any possible application. If the graph gets too busy, the mm of the graph 
commumcahon, may be lessened. ' 

S 
Another extension of the !me graph is extending the verllcal mos beneath the horizomcl mas 

ee figure 5. ·· · 

FIGURE 4 FIGURES 

Since the horizontal OXlS usually represents zero. this extension allows for negative values of the 

ll 

BAR CHARTS 

veruccl coordinate. Losses are commonly expressed this way. Tne honzontal OXJS ts the" not at the 
bottom of the graph and the scale includes negative as well as positive numbers. The other 
considerouons apply as before. 

One last extension' will be mentioned m this discussion oi hne graphs, and that is no: having 
the line at all. If 1t is not desired to connect the points. g1vmg the reader the freedom to relate the 
pomis as he wishes, only the points are plotted. Connecnnq those pom:s can imply mformcuon 
about the intermediate values that is uniusuhed. Daily Dow Jones Industriol closing averages miss 
the day's vcncnons. For some opplicouons, this is an important omission. B/GRAPH allows con 
necang between up to three sets of data points as a chcnqecble option. 

A popular iorma! tha: displays the some data as the hne graph is the bor chart. It is constructed 
by drawing a thicker line, or bar, lrom the data point to tho honzontal mas. The HOMICIDE graph 
below is a threo-dimensioncl bar chart illustrctinq the same information as the graph earlier, 
bur in bar form. Neace the diiierent eiiect produced by changmg forms. See figure 6. 

One reason for using the bar chart is its visual impact. Compared with the !me graph, which 
demonstrates venation of strongly reloted quantities. the bar chart is particularly effective when 
contrasting different entities: deportments, regions, crops, etc. 

Combmmg multiple factors m one bar chart con further 01d presentohon. In the figure below, 
precipitation is broken down into ram. snow, and hat! by secson, See figure 7. 
The bar. ra:her than :he dote pomt suqqes's the depth of the prectpitouon. The use of diilerent 
morkmgs for the three prscipitonon types allows the reader to see variation by season as well as 
by precipnouon type. In eiiect, this two-dimensional graph simulates three dimensions. This tech 
nique does not, however lend itself to detmled trend analysis. The bars are discrete rather than 
the continuous data display of the line graph. As always the cpplicction and personal taste dictate 
the appropnate presentouon mode. 
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MORE BAR CHART 
VARIATIONS 

The hgure above illustrctes negahve values on bar charts. See figure 8. 
In this case one to three of !he factors can be neqcnve or positive. 
A variation seen on the financial pages is the hiqh-low-closa chart. As its name mdicotes, the 

bar extends from the instrument (stock option, commodity. etc) high to its low. The low m general 
does not touch the honzontal was. The third or three factors is the closmg pnce which is normally 
mdiccted as a short horizontal line extendmg to the nght from the bar. Each bar can represent 
any chosen time penod. See hgure 9. 
Another popular bar chart is the component type. On each bar, :he different factors are shown, 
one above the other, m different design. The chart above shows three factors. See figure JO. 

The component bar chart is used when it is desired to demonstrate the total of several factors 
as well as the factor contribuuons. The rcm-snow-hoil information now combines to show totcl 
preciprcnon - somethmq not easily cscertmned in the multiple icctor bar chart. The trade-di rs 

13 FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 

PIE CHARTS 

mat the second and third factors. easily compared earlier, aro now more dulicult to extract. Agmn 
11 rs a question of what the reader is expected to extract from the graph. 

One technical pomt. Strictly speaking, the vertical bars are called columns. Common usage, 
however, has made bar chart or H:s·ogram. acceptable in mos: situations. 

The pie, or circle, chart is frequently used to show how some quantity, the 'pie', rs apportioned. 
Percentages are frequently illustrated this way. See hgure 11. 
By glancing at the pie, the reader can see thcr GM has :he largest slice of this imcmnory pie. Ford 
and GM together represent about half the sales. The precise breakdown is shown at the nght 
indicating that those two car makers total 47.4° .. The technique is understood by notmg that a circle 
has 360 degrees. A pcrnculcr percentage is illustrated as that Irccuon of a iull circle. 

Perhaps the most elfechve use lor the pie chart is the "Where Your Tax Dollar Goes" chart 
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consisting of a representation of a dollar com broken down by percentage which translates into 
cents. The reader denves a sense of pleasure or discomfort in learning how many cents of his tax 
dollar go to a particular kind of expenditure. This mforrnction can be displayed using the other 
techniques described above, but, for taxes, the pie seems to strike an effective chord. And that is 
what graphs are all about. 

Written by 

Stephan Kogitz PHO 
Toronto, Ont. Canada 
1983 
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GETTING STARTED 

A Note Regarding Break. 
To avoid inadvertent loss of 
program control or your data, 
CTRL-C (BREAK) has been disabled. 
There is a standard method of 
moving from one program module to 
another, as well as performing 
tasks while a graphics screen is 
displayed. These are discussed 
in detail throughout this manual. 
BREAK is NOT one of these ways! 

B/GRAPH TUTORIAL 
Before proceeding, please read the section of this manual entitled "Speciiiccnon and System 
Requirements". This explains the minimum memory and equipment requirements for B/GRAPH as 
well as ophonal equipment that may be used. 

Apple Ile/c owners MUST be sure that the CAPS LOCK key is depressed and that they enter 
ALL commands to B/GRAPH m upper case only. 

We strongly recommend that first time users of B/GRAPH work through this tutorial on their 
Apple II+ lelc computer. This is the most efficient way of becoming familiar with all of the features 
and capabilities of the B/GRAPH program. It is also possible for you to become acquainted with 
B/GRAPH through the Reference Manual section. One important thmg to remember while usmg 
B/GRAPH is that you can always press the CTRL-F keys to return to a menu if you forget what 
you're doing or need to do next. You will NOT lose your graph or data by returning to the menu; 
pressing R will always redisplay the graph or, in the Statishcs programs, B will allow you to browse 
your data. Data or graphs are never lost until you load m other files or exit to another program 
without saving your data. Even then, you will be asked if you wish to save your data before exiting. 
Remember: YOU DO NOT LOSE DATA BY PRESSING CTRL-F. 

You will note that we use capllalized names such as CTRL-P and characters such as Sor 
Display in the tutorial. For the most part, this represents a key command on the Apple II+ le. When 
you are looldng for references to specific keys or commands, this will help you locate them on 
the page. Wherever possible in 8/GRAPH, we have made all commands single keystroke enlnes 
to facilitate ease of use. 

The source code to B/GRAPH is proprietary and copyrighted. Please respect our copyright, 
and our effort in creating 8/GRAPH by not attempting to copy this disk. Thank you! 



is POWERING UP Insert the B/GRAPH disk mto drive 1 (or only dnve) and turn on your Apple lJ vlek: Ensure that 
your TV or monitor rs turned on at this hme. After a few seconds, the title screen will have loaded 
and 'he Printer Select.on Menu ·::111 appear This screen is reproduced as Fig : . 

FIGURE I FIGURE IA 

PRINTER 
SELECTION MENU 

) ) ) 

If you have one of the pnnter cards indicated, turn on your pnnter. For a discussion of printer and 
card compcnbrhty, please read the Specihcution and System Requirements. 

If you do not have a printer, or do not wish to use it, then press selection #4 (None cf the 
Above) to proceed. 

Select your printer card by pressmq the appropnate number. It is not necessary to press 
RETURN. The disk drive will now start up agam, and you will be csked how many dnves you wish 
to use. Answer I or 2. The "Program Selection Menu" will appear shortly. This menu is repro 
duced below as FIG 2. You will find that you can return to this menu from any of t!:e other program 
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17 modules at any lime. If a disk change ts required (when runnmg with only one drive), you will 
be informed of this on the screen at the oppropnate time. 

PROGRAM 
SELECTION MENU 
See FIG 2 

FIGURE 2 ... ...... • • 
• RESE,1PRIH 1fvPE 
• (;RAPHIHG 
• PIE CHARTS 
a (;RAPH l"A(;IH(;/LABELIH(; 
• FIL[ "AHIPULATIOH 
• STATISTICAL AHALYSIS 
• R((;RESSIOH ANALYSIS 
• CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
D CHI-SQUARE IET UP 
• "IHI-DOS FUNCTIONS 
• ENHAHCE"EHT DISk 

RESET PRINTER 
TYPE 

This option will return to the Pnnter Card Selection Menu. It rs unlikely that after truncl start-up 
and printer selection that this will be required agam, but m the event that you have inadvertently 
chosen the wrong printer card you may return to the Printer Card Selection Menu via this option. 

Press 1 and return to the Printer Card Selection Menu to see how this works. After the Menu 
has displayed agam. select your card choice and return to the program selection menu . 



rs GRAPHING 

GRAPH FUNCTION 
MENU 

Selection #2 will load B/GRAPH's mom graphing module. This module permits the creation of Bar 
Graphs, 3-D Bar Graphs, Segmented Bar Graphs, Lme Graphs, Scatter Graphs and Market 
Graphs. It also provides a wide variety of customization routines, including Gnds, Overlays and 
Rescaling; Printer Dumps, Graph Imaging, Data File Retrieval and more. All of these capabilities 
are explained in detml as they are encountered in this section of the tutorial, and may also be 
found in the reference section of this manual. 

At this time press 2. The disk drive will start up and after a short while the GRAPH FUNCTION 
menu will be displayed. A reproduction of this screen is pnnted as FIG 3. 

FIGURE3 

Take a moment now to study this menu. It is similar in form to all B/GRAPH menus. You will find 
that where possible, similar or identiccl commands are used m all B/GRAPH program modules. 

The first thing to note is thct the menu screen is divided into ar. upper end a lower half. The 
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DISPLAYING A 
GRAPH (LOADING) 

eight inverse letters in the top half of the screen - C, U, D, R, S, I, A and E - are smgle keystroke 
commands that will execute B/GRAPH [unctions while this menu is displayed. Do not press any 
of them at this time. Also note that when making one of these selections. you do not need lo press 
RETURN. 

The lower half of the menu screen is separated by a hne of inverse text which reads ... 

-While graph is displayed- 

The commands below this line are appropriate and achve only while a graph is displayed on the 
screen. You will have a chance to expenment with and learn all of them shortly. They are on 
the Main Function Menu simply as a reminder, for your convenience, though a few of the less 
common commands aren't indicated. 

Note parhcularly the line which reads; "Press CTRL-F to display this menu". At any time while 
a graph is on display, pressing the CTRL-F key will return you to this Function Menu. As you will 
soon see, the graph displayed will not be lost and may be instantly redisplayed, so that you always 
have access to this menu screen as a reminder of the Iuncuons available. 

Special Note to owners of 2 Dnves 
This tutorial and manual assumes that you have one disk dnve. B/GRAPH and each of it's 

program modules are able to support two drives. To ovoid making this manual awkward in style 
and difficult to read, we have written this documentation under the assumphon that only one dnve 
will be used, and request your indulgence m our attempt at clarity for the mojority of users. 

When using two drives, B/GRAPH automatically assumes that the program disk rs in dnve # I, 
and your data disk is in the second dnve. You will note that there are several demo files on your 
program disk with the extender .DAT. These should be copied to a new data disk before proceedmg 
with this tutorial. 

With a data disk contaming the .DAT demo files from the program disk in your disk drive, 



20 press D for Display Data File. Your screen will now display the B/GRAPH Data Directory Menu. 
This is reproduced as F[G 4. 

FIGURE 4 

You will see the line 'last File was ... ", 

At this time this lme will not have a hie name after it as no file has yet been selected. The next 
time you return to this menu to retrieve or save a hie, 11 :1111 display the ncmo of the last hie saved 
or loaded. This is valuable mformohon m the event that you wish to resave on updated hie under 
the some file name, but hove forgotten what it was ongmally called. Every B/GRAPH program 
module will inform you of the name of the last disk file in a sirnilcr manner. This information is also 
retained between program modules to assist you m periorminq a range of funchons on a single 
hie without hovmg to double check us name each hme. 

21 VIEWING THE 
DIRECTORY 

LOADING A DATA 
FILE 

To see the disk directory - the names of all the hies on the disk and how much space remams for 
cdditioncl files - simply press RETURN, rather than typmg a hie name at this time, Those users 
with two drives will outomallcally get the directory from drive #2. 

The disk will now be read and a directory of hie names ts displayed. Press any 1,.ey to conanuo 
the directory display. 

As indicated at the bottom of the directory screen, pressing CTRL-F at this time will abort the 
directory function and return you to the Mam Graph Function Menu. RETURN will take you to 
the hie input screen ogam so that a hie may be loaded. Press RETURN now. 

Be sure that you ore comfortable with ncviccnnq between these three functions. Return to fr,e 
display of the hie input screen. 

You may hove noticed that one oi the hies listed is htled DEMO I.DAT. We will now lood that hie 
for display. The cursor is resting JUSt after the line 'file name: Type DEMO I.DAT. If you make 

FIGURES FIGURE 6 
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RE-DISPLAYING A 
GRAPH 

DISPLAYING THE 
SECOND (DATA) 
SCREEN 

a typing error while entering the hie name you may use the left and nght ARROW keys to make a 
correction, Use the SPACE BAR to blank out unwanted characters. Now press RETURN. 

If you have accidentally entered an invahd file name, or the file name entered does not exist 
on the disk oomg read, you will be notified of an error and will be returned to the file Input Screen. 
Please note that 11 lS possible to cccidentclly hi: the CAPS LOCK key on a Ile B GRAPH can not 
accept commands in lower case. 

The file DEMO I.DAT will now be loaded and in a few seconds the graph will be displayed on 
the screen exactly as 11 was Scvod to disk (explained later). The graph is a smgle rector, scctter 
(point) graph. with SIX data points, re: SIX months worth of data. Take a moment and examme the 
graph in detail. If you are using a color TV or monitor the background will appear black and the 
Imes and text m white. 

As we noted earh r pressing CTRL-F will return y J to th Grcph Function Menu while a 
graph was being displayed. Test this by pressing the CTRL-F keys now. 

You will Iind yourself back at the Function Menu. To redisplay t e graph, simply press Ras noted 
on the menu. The graph that was previously displayed will be instantly redisplayed. 

Practice usmg CTRL-F and R to move back and f .rth betw..-.ain the displayed graph and the 
Function Menu. Also w, rle in th Menu scree try usmg the D command to look at the disk direc 
tory, and then use CTRL-F to abort that function and return first to the menu, and then use 
R to Redisplaying the graph. 

Nothmg other than Creating a new graph, Displaying another data file, or Exitmg the program 
module will cause you to lose your graph data (m memory) or destroy the graphic screen. 

W1th the dern, graph displayed press CTRL-S. This displays the data tho: was used to create the 
graph, m tabular form. You may use CTRLS to display this second screen at any time while a 
graph is bemg displayed. If there are more than 20 data points m the graph, pressing P while the 
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PRINTING GRAPHS 

screen is displayed will display tho additional data. 
Smee B GRAPH can handle up to 100 data points m each oi three icctors. you would press P 

five times (5 x 20) to view all the dote for such a graph In our example graph, with less than 20 
data points and therefore only one screen, pressing P simply redisplays the current screen. 

As noted on the screen display, you may press CTRL-F a: any time while m the second Data 
Screen to return to the mom Function Men ·act1Cf"' ,.,;1g beck end forth between a graph 
display and the Data Semen by pressmg CTRL-S. Remember that once you have returned from 
the Data Screen to the Function Screen by pr •ssmg CTRL-F you may Redisplay the graph by 
pressi g R. 

The third speciol [unction key combmcuon mentioned on the Function Menu is the CTRL-P h, i 
This is used to pnnt out a displayed graph. If you do no: own a pnmer you m0'1 1 vJrse sktp 
forward to the next chapter of this tutoricl, as this discussion is solely about prmter dumps. If you 
attempt to print a graph without a printer attached or onlme, an error will result and you will 
remam a: your display screen and nothing mil happen. 

While a graph is displayed on the screen, you may press CTRL-P and the gra will I: 
dumped to the printer. Make sure that your prmter is switched to 'On line' and press CTRL-P now. 
The dump will usually ta!.e less than a rmnute, dependmg on the printer that you a usmc 

Our exoenonce has shown that ALL graphics printers have a hard hme pnntinq multiple 
columns of verticol Imes. If you are havmg difficulty in that area here are two suggestions. First, 
use the heaviest paper tho: your printer will accept. The paper then tends to 'creep' less when 
bemg hit by the pnnter head and thus Imes will be straighter. The second suggesaon rs to put a 
heavy typewnter pad under your printer. Ths reduced vibrction also tends to lessen paper creep. 

If your printer is not turned on, or you press CTRL-P without a prmter attached, nothmg will 
happen. If your pnn:er :s turned on and notl .ng �ai:,i: 11s, r means thct 8/GRAPH doesn't like 
something about your set up, Problems may mclude your not havmg selected the correct card type 
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PRINTING THE 
SECOND SCREEN 

SAVING A GRAPH 
DATA FILE 

on program start up, your printer not being on, or m the Off Line or Local position. If all of the 
proper conditions are met, try booting another program that you know does make your pnnterrcord 
combination work. 

During the printer dump, none of the 1:.eys on the computer will respond. This was done to 
protect the print routine and to msure a good print copy. However, once the pnntout is completed, 
you will be able to press any of the normal command keys and proceed to another function, or 
press CTRL-P again for another print out. 

The use of a printer buffer is recommended if you are planning on producmg a large number 
of prmt outs. Depending on the printer you use, a buffer can allow you to proceed before the 
first quarter of your graph has been printed. 

You may also print out the second (data) display screen. To do this, press CTRL-S to display the 
second screen and then CTRL-P. If your graph has more than 20 data pomts, after the first screen 
had printed out you would then press P and then press CTRL-P to print out each subsequent 
screen. 

We suggest that a new printer ribbon produces the best looking graphs and is very important 
if the graphs you are going to produce are to be photocopied. The darker the original, the better. 

Before we experiment further with our current graph and learn how to Update and Switch graph 
types, we will see how to Save a graph to disk as a data hie. If you do not have the GRAPH 
FUNCTION Menu on screen, press CTRL-F now. 

Press S and the B/GRAPH Data Directory screen will be displayed. This screen works almost 
identically to the Load command except that the name that you type in will be that given to the 
file that you wish to Save, rather than one to be Loaded. All of the comments made in the previous 
section regarding file names and disk drive designations apply. You may of course press RETURN 
to view a disk directory prior to makmg a save, and you will note that the lme ... 

J ., {) ) , I fj O " 0 > �> �, LL LJL Lfi)_ L LftLULCUUUL!UU11 .... m11-J••L...1•a ... 1- .. ·-·r- 
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GRIDS 

"Last File was . . . " 

now reads DEMOI.DAT since that was the last file name accessed, if you have followed the 

tutorial. ·n d f 
With a data disk in the proper drive (any spare disk with at least a few free secto�s WI o or 

now). type in the name FILE.I and press RETURN. Actually, .any.legal Apple d1�k hie name 
would be acceptable, but we will be refemng to this file later m this lesson and will call it by that 
name. After a few seconds the data that went into creating that file.will have been saved, exactly 
as you saw it but without any grid Imes (explained below). You will find yourself back at the 
Main Function Menu. . h 

The information that B/GRAPH stores to disk only occupies a few disk. sectors. The exact Ieng! 
depends on the amount of data that you enter mto the file. Hyou ar� savmg B/GRAPH Images 
along with data files then you will find that a disk fills up quickly. It is a good idea to have at least 
one formatted disk handy at all times. 

Return again to the Function Menu usmg CTRL-F. Remember that by doing so, you do no.I lose 
your graph or data. You will seem the bottom section two commands; Gnd and Ver. Redisplay 
the graph and then press G. This will place a horizontal dotted gnd on the screen. The Gnd com 
mand will work with all types of graphs. (We will see how lo change graph types shortly.). 

To remove the gnd, press G agam. You will see that the graph is completely redr�wn. The 
reason for this is that, on a complex graph, a grid might overwrite important data �mis or text 
and if simply erased would leave gaps on the screen. Although completely redrawing t�e screen 
adds a few seconds to the operation, it ensures that your graphs are always displayed with the 

utmost clarity. . id 
To create a Vertical gnd, press V. As with the G command for a honzontal dotted gn , you 

may "undrow" (erase) a vertical gnd by pressing V a second time. You may of course combme 
verllcal and honzontal grids on the same screen in any order. 



26 Later on when we examine the different types of graphs which BIGRAPH can create, you will 
note that while a horizontal Gnd can be displayed with any type of graph, a Vertical gnd will 
only be displayed on Line Graphs and Point (Scatter) Graphs. It will not work w1•h Bar Charts. The 
reason for this is simply that, smce a bar chart is compnsed of many verhcal Imes, a vertical gnd 
would either become lost or appoor conrusmq. 

One final word on gnds. If you had a vertical or horizontal grid displayed at the time you 
Saved the graph, It will not be redisplayed as that inforrnctron is not saved to disk. 

The reason for this is that, while either type cf gnd may be added virtually mstcmcneously, 
removing them tokes a while since the graph must be completely redrawn. Ono 100 data point, 
three /actor graph, thrs delay could be cnnoymq, so we have decided :o structure the hies m 
this manner. When saving a graphic screen as a high res Image you DO save the gnds as part of 
the Image. This rs also discussed in a later chapter. 

ATTACHING POINTS The graph that you have been working with up until now, DEMO I.DAT is what we call a Point 
graph. This is frequently also called a Scatter graph, but in B GRAPH we do not use lhat nomen 
clature as we reserve the letter 'S' for a different type of graph called Segmented Bar Cherts. !i 
you are used to Scatter rather than Point. sorry. 

Poin: graphs have ossocioted with hem one command that doesn t work Tith ar i other type 
of graph; Attach. If you were to press the A key while any of the other types of graphs were 
displayed, nolnmg would happen 

Return to the Function Screen and note that Attach is located at the bottom with the other 
commands that are available while a graph is displayed. Redisplay the graph and then press A. 
A solid line is instantly drawn bet"1een the points. To remove tho line simply press A a second 
nme. The graph will be redrawn without :he line. You may create the !me and erase il as often as you v: Cr 

The Attach mlorrnchon is Sovod in a graph file and will be redisplayed when a hie is called 
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SWITCHING GRAPH 
TYPES 

from disk. A bit later in this tutonal we will add two more factors to this graph. Factor two Data 
Points will 00 represented by 'o and factor thre- by x. A distinctive sym�I w1U be displayed 
where factors overlap. If you do ar Attach with two or three factors a dotted line will be used to 
connect the 'o's and a dashed lme to connect the 'x's, This will be demonstrated shortly. 

One of 'ne m >st p werful capabilities of BiGRAPH is the ability to instantly change back and forth 
between graph types. To accomplish this, we use the Switch command while � graph is dis 
played. A remmd: t- for he Switch command s else at the L ttom of t].. e _Function Menu screen. 
With the graph displayed (you were getting bored with ii by now weren t you?), press S. You will 
now see the Graph Selection Meru. Depending on the data input, not all graph types can al:'ays 
be displayed. for now, press L for a Lme graph. The graph will be redrawn in the form of a lme 
graph. Just as O test. try pressing Attach. It won't work, for the reasons noted above. 

FIGURE 8 
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Press Switch again, and this time select B for a Bar graph. What you will now see displayed is a three dimensional bar graph. 
When we add factors two and three you will see that iactor two is displayed with a honzontally 

striped front face and factor three displays vertical stripes on a monochrome monitor or prmt out, and sohd blue in color. 

With only a single factor. such as we have with our current demo graph, we can not display 
either Segmented Bar charts or Market Graphs (TIC), so we will now learn how to Update a 
graph so that we can add more factors and then return to examining the different graph types. 

UPDATING A 
GRAPH AND 
ADDING DATA 

Although 1t is sornenmos sufficient lo enter current data and use 1t lo create a graph or cnart for a 
single purpose, m many instances new data must be added from time lo time lo an existing data 
hie Examples include .he case of a Soles Manager who is usmg 8/GRAPH • create moi thly 
graphs of his sales performance; a teacher graphing student scores on weekly tests, or any other 
cpphcction wher you went I, add new data • an existing graph at some kr r date The obiliry to 
add new information is accomplished with the 'Update a current hie' command. Other, more 
soph1shcated updating and changing is done with the FILE MANIPULA TJON prcqrorn, discussed later. 

If the graph screen is disoloved return now to fr1e Function Menu, and n ... the' the Update 
command is one of the commands that is executed while the Function menu rs displayed. Excepting 
commands such as Display, which we used to call up DEMO I.DAT, most of fr, commands we 
have learned thus far are executed while a graph is displayed. II is important that you note the 
difference between these two Iormhes of commands. The Function Menu reminds y u of the two groups. 

Press U now. You will immediately see B/GRAPH's data entry screen. You will use this screen 
for both onomcl data entry with tho Create command and when Updating a hie. We will not go 
into great detail at this time on all of the features available ''1 the data entry screen, but v:111 cover these later when we discuss Create. 

J 
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29 Down the left hand side of the screen are displayed the names of the months. Altho�gti the 
hie that we loaded earlier had only six data points, or items, a full twenty months are displayed. 
The reason for this rs to allow you to add new cddinonol data 1! you wish. 

Across from each month name is a number. These are the numbers that were used to create 
the graph, and 1{ you recall, are the same as the numbers you SO\\- when you pressed CfRL-S 
to display the Second Data Screen. With an Apple II+, you use the CONTROL key and them 
w A s z diamond for tu curs. .r movement to enter, add or edit da a. 0 the Apple lie, yo\ ay 
olternctely use the lour ARROW KEYS. You may move the cursor anywhere on the screen I al 
you are able, to add or delete data a, that location. , . . 

'JUN' At this time do the following: move the cursor over the number 50 which is across from · 
Chan e the 5· to a 7'. 'AUG is the last month with any data. Press the RE1URN key repeatedly 
lo move the cursor down so that it is across from 'SEP'. Note that RETURN does not overwnte any 
thmg. I: merely moves the cursor down one lme at a time and does not change anything that 

may he under it. mbe 34 If , " ew,r use W1·'n the cursor across from the word 'SEP' type in the nu r · you mcxe a • 
the cursor control keys to position the cursor where you want it and then type the correct data. 
You may a so us, the SPACE BAR t overwrite (blank oui) unwanted data. 

RETURN JS not used to 'enter' data. It simply moves the cursor down one line, No changes 
mad to t!i s data t:r.:r, screen are 'entered until the screen ts 'ex1.ted'. It also doesn't matter where 
on a line that the data is entered. The columns of numbers needn t hne up .. 

There ts a !( ·o J om about the data entry screen, but for the time bemg simply practice 
movmg the cursor around the screen and make the one change and one oddition noted above. 

You ,.,ti) see a IL>:e at tho bottom of the screen thct says: 

Pre. CTRL-E 'o terminate entry. 

Press CTRL-E now. You will irnmediotely see: 



30 TO SAVE PAGE 1YPE S 
TO CORRECT PAGE 1YPE C 

If your data is incorrect, typing C will simply allow you to resume editing or data entry. If the data 
is acceptable typing S will begin the screen update function. You will see a vertical bar descend 
slowly as your data is checked and accepted. This will be discussed in detml later. 

You will now be asked if you want 'Another factor'. For the lime being type No. You will then 
be presented with the Graph Type Selection Menu. Select L for the moment, and within a few 
seconds a graph will be redrawn that includes both the new data for the month of SEP and a value 
of '70' for the month of JUN whereas it previously contained 'SO'. 

Note as well that the month SEPtember has been added to the bottom of the graph and the 
horizontal divisions rescaled to add the additional month. B/GRAPH wHI automatically rescale both 
the honzontal and vertical axes any lime that you make a change to the data that necessitates 
such rescaling. rt ou will be shown shortly how to manually rescale if you are not sa!Jsfied with 
the vertical scaling automatically selected by the program.) 

ADDING A f ACTOR Imagme for a moment that the numbers on the graph represented the amount of money spent 
each month on your electncal bill. Now suppose that you want to also graph on the same chart, 
your expenditure for water and sewage. To do this we need to add a second factor. 

Return to the Function Menu and then press Update. As before, the data entry screen will 
reappear. Note that at the top of the screen it says 'FACTOR #1'. The data on this screen is for 
FACTOR I (our Electric Bills) only. Without making any changes to the data on the screen, rmrne 
dictely press CTRL-E followed by S. As before you will be asked if you want another factor. This 
hme answer Yes. 

In response to the answer Yes, you will be presented with a request to name the next factor 

l 
and following tho: a data entry screen thct has listed down the side the names of the seven months 
for which there was data in Factor I. (If you simply press RETURN when asked to name the factor, 
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31 
. GRAPH } The reason that there are no additional months 

the words FACTOR 2 will be used by Bl k .f t factors had diilerent numbers of data 
bo 1 uld not ma e sense J wo 

listed is that the ttom sea e wo h f th months since this is a new Factor. (There 
points. There is no data hsted beside t. e naml�1s � la:tors with diflenng 'amounts' of data. This 
is though a simple method for d�.splaymg Dmu "� 

Th words Factor 2' are also displayed at the top 
is discussed under the headmg Missinq ata . e 

of the screen. , . . MAR T . the following numbers at this time. 
The 'Cursor is opposite · ype in 

MAR 23 
APR 29 
MAY 35 
JUN 27 
JUL 20 
AUG 31 
SEP 25 ·11 be d · · 

hown here since some of the work that we w1 omg m 
Please type in the numbers exact�y as, s . w' There will be a lot of opportunity for you to 
a little while requires the data to look a certam ay l. 

d t l I B/GRAPH , mastered the un amen a s o . 
make your own changes once you ve be th rsor will Jump down a line to the correct 

If you hit RETURN alter typing m each n:m r, e c�rol 
keys to make any corrections. 

position for the next number. You may use I e cursor con 
l I bers do not need lo line up. h Remember, the co umns o num cl b S y will then be asked ii you want anot er 

Once you've lmished, press CTRL-E Iollowe . ed F ou ow answer No, and at the Graph 
Factor. Remember, up to three factors are permit! . or n . 

Selection Menu select Point for point (scatter} rap�. 
sm , +, for Factor l and 'o' for Factor 2. If 

you will now see a two factor graph d1t� f.Ye .' u d lo attach Factor l and a dotted line 
you now type Attach you will see that a so J me is use 
for Factor 2. 
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A NOTE ON 
BARGRAPHS AND 
SEGMENTED BARS 

Type Switch and try a Line graph. Then Switch back again and try both the Bar and 
S, gme 11 -d Bar charts. The Bar Cha ts wil 'low factors side by side now and the S ,gmented Bars 
will have factors stacked one on top of the other. 

You may at this time expenment with all of the features that we have covered up until now 
including grids. printing and displaying the second screen. If you have not already done so, we 
urge you 'o read now the Foreword by Dr. Koqitz on the philosophy of graphs. ThIS will assist you 
on choosing the type of graph most appropriate for a given and applicahon and data set. Although 
there or no hard and fast rules, certain types ol graphs lend themselves best to certain types of 
presentations. 

Because of screen resolution hmitahons on the Apple II+ le, there are certain constraints within 
8/GRAPH on the numb r oi lcctors and data pom's that can be dispkry -d on each ryp; of graph. 
Bar Graphs will be displayed three dimensionally until there is a total of more than 21 bars. This 
can be made up of any combination of data points or fact .rs, In ,!her words: two fee-ors tirn. s JO 
data points per factor, three factors each with seven data points. or even one factor with 21 data 
points. 

Bey, ind 21 bars, there isn t room for the 30 type display without senous crowding, so Bar 
Graphs then automatically become two dimensional. Unfortunately there is also another limitation 
here: 11 is impossible to display more than 34 two dimensronol bars and 1f Bar is selected and the 
total of the number of factors multiplied by the number of data points exceeds 34 then nothing will 
happen and you will have to select another type of grapli dispkry 

Segmented Bar Charts also have limitctions. Because the bars for each of the three factors are 
stocked vertically, one on top of the other, up to 21 side by side 30 bars may be displayed. Once 
B/GRAPH has automahcally switched to two dimensional stacked bar charts the limit rs 34. For 
all other types of graphs (excepting Pie Charts) you are allowed up to JOO Data Points for each of 
:he three factors 
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TUTORIAL SUGGESTION 

IMAGING A GRAPH 

0 0 Segmented bars should be noted· clthouqh you hcven'i encountered ne mure re::. ncnon n · · 
be them yet, BIGRAPH is quite happy to accept and to graph data containing negative num . rs. 

By defimn ,n. Segmen:ed Bar Charts are designed to illustrate how several parts combine into a 
whole but 1f one of the parts contains numbers less than zero, a segmented graph would be 

' Jess This type of logical error ts trapped by the program once the inappropriate data is 
:n::!red.and you will be immedtctely returned to the Graph Selection Menu so that ano:her 
graph type may be chosen. 

Before proceeding, we would like you to Save the new graph that we created (by adding a second 
factur to DEMO I.DAT). You should still have your own disk in the drive, used previously lo save 
FILE. I. Save your two factor graph as FILE.2. 

If you refer back to FIG I. you will see that there is a file on the Program Selectl�n _Menu called 
ht 'Graph Labelmg1magmg'. This hie w1I. allow you to create Graph Image Shows, whet some ;ig. 

call 'Slide Shows'. We use the term Image since what rs displayed is not a data hie as we ha e 
been working with up until now, but an Image or copy of the high resolution screen mfor�a:1on. 

There are several advantages to be denved from this approach. among them speed 01 re- 
h display and tho! Images can be placed mto automated sequences much as you would show wit 

a shde projector. You con also use ;his program module to Custom Label a graph with different 

sized ��:;utonal 
v:111 shortly cover m some detail how :o use both the Labeling and Image Show 

lectures. but first we must see how to save a graph Image, that will be later used by the Imaging 
module. 

Go to the Function Menu and note the command ... 

Image current graph to disk. 
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RESCALING A 
GRAPH 

This is a command that is used while the Function Menu is displayed, Just as with the S ���- � 
With your own disk in place, (ii should have at least 34 free sectors avmlable) press I. After 

giving a proper filename for the picture, 1t will be saved to disk as a standard Apple Binary ftle 
Once the process is over, you are able to continue with all other 8/GRAPh functions, The graph · 
will have been saved to disk as a high resolution screen. 

It shoui'd be stresse? that, when a graph rs Saved to disk as a data hie, 1t is always avmlable 
to be recalled with the Graphing program module, to be Updcted or otherwise altered. A graph 
Image can NOT be recalled with the 'GRAPHING' module. Its purpose JS for use in Custom Label 
ing, Graph Image Shows and for saving Overlays only. For this reason, be sure that you also 
Save a copy or any new graph that you Crecte. You can always Image a graph that has been 
previously Saved, but you can't Display a graph Image from within the GRAPHING program m�ule. Upd�te 11 or use it m any of the Stctisticol Analysis Modules. Think of O graph Image as a disk version or a pnnter dump. 

With.!he Funcuon Menu on the screen, note the Rescale command on the lower half oi the screen 
This 1� one of the grou? of commands that is performed WHILE a graph is displayed. If is also · 
one 01 t ,e most powerful commands avmloble in 8/GRAPH. 

Display 'load) the firs: hie you Saved '"'fLE I.) You may have noticed that the verticcl scale is 
number:d from 80 down lo 40. Type CTRL-S for the Second Data Screen and note that the data 
ranges irom a high 01 78 to a low of 50. Now Display (load) the second graph you saved named 
FILE.2. Note that the vertical scale now ra. ges from a high of 80 down 10 zero. Dispkryinq the 
Second Dato Screen shows that the lowest number is now 20. It was the lowering of the lowest 
data values that caused the automahc rescaling. 

B GRAPH contains a complex algo 1thr1 thot, every hme you enter data. examines that data 
and makes decisions on how best to scale the graph. The factors considered include both the 
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RESCALING 
LIMITATIONS 

absolute values and relative range 01 the numbers. The actual numbers used also •a;ce into con 
siderc'ion the 'clcnty' of the numbers to be used as scale values. 

For example, if you were to Create a graph to display the Dow Jones Average over the past 
three years, your numbers might range between 850 and 1300. If the program always mode the 
base value zero, a great dee! of :ho space on the screen would be wasted, and 'he line graphed 
would probably look quite flat. 

Our development process has shown that the automatic scaling process produces the most 
appropriate vertical scaling almost all of me time, thus simpliiymq your Job. A pnmcry considera 
tion in devolopmg this algorithm was to maximize screen utJhzation. Thus for some apphcahons, 
the scaling produced by B1GRAPH may not be exactly what you want. The Hesccle command 
solves this problem and does even more. 

With the data hie FILE.2 displayed. press R. The rescaling selection screen first asks if you 
want Auto or Manual scaling. When Automauc scaling is chosen, the program will use its built-m 
alg, rnhrn. This is useful :o redisplay your graph as the program ongmally scaled 1!. 

Manual scaling will ask for both a new MINimum and a new MAXimum value for the 
vertical (Y) scale. To see how this function works enter the values 70 and 20 for HiGH and LOW 
respecttvely. 

The graph will now be redrawn, and the scale will now have the new MIN and MAX values that 
you entered. There are several thmgs to note about this process. If you arc displcymq a Point 
graph, only those points that appear within :::e range specified will be displayed. If you hove an 
Aucch on suer: a graph, only lines connecting points that fall withm the displayed range will be 
displayed. If nothing appears on the screen, then all of your data points he outside the specified 
range. 

The same :h1�g applies to lme graphs. Lines will be displayed only 1! the valued for the 
imaginary pomts that they connect are within the graph's now display range. Bar graphs on the 
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SMALL NUMBERS 

A RECAP AND 
SOME TRICKS 

THE $ COMMAND 

other hand WILL be drawn through a Rescaled range even if the bottom or top value does NOT lie 
w·thm that range. This can lead to confusion as to where the actual minimum and maximum 
points ore but, we feel this is preferable to showmg no bars at all. 

Experiment with entering a variety of different high and low values. You will f md later, that 
pornculorly on graphs with a large umber of data points, you will b- able to create almost a 
'ZOOM' effect; Zooming in on a narrow range of values and accentuating the scale for clarity. 

If you forget what the ongmal scale was, or simply wish to return the B/GRAPII's automatically 
determined scale, simply type A at tho rescaling prompt. The rescale function in our REGRESSION 
program allows even more flexibility. but we'll leave that discussion for later. 

One additional ieature of Rescaling is the obility that 11 gives to B GRAPH to handle very small 
numbers. There is a limit though. If the range interval along the Y oxis is less than .005, you will 
bo informed and sent to Rescaling. One way of displaying smaller numbers is to put something 
hke "x 10( 3) as ·he side title to indiccte a scaling rector. Overlays, the cbiliry to supenmpose one 
graph upon another also make good use of Rescaling, and we will examine that feature shortly 
as well. 

We've covered a lot of ground by now and probably not all at one sitting. To consolidate what you 
hove learned so far and practise your new skills, ·.ve .,�·111 recap some commands and m doing so 
both learn a few tricks, as well as create another graph. 

We will not tell you 'how' to do the things that you have already learned, but will simply use 
the command name. Display the graph FiLE.2 and go to the Update screen. We will be adding 
a third Factor this lime, but lets toke a moment lo examme one more function of the Entry Screen. 
With the cursor at any position on the screen, press the '$' dollar symbol. This will display a dollar 
sign 1:: the lower right hcnd corner of the screen as a reminder that this [unction has been imple- 

--'- -'- - -'- -'- -'- _,_,_,_,_L,J_.,_,_f! 
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MARKET GRAPHS 

mented. More importcntly. when your graph IS displayed, the numbers on the left hcnd vertical 
scale will be displayed with a dollar sign. You will note friar pressmg $ also returns the cursor to 
the first data pomt at the top of the screen. Pressing '$' again toggles the dollar sign function off. 

What we wan o d O\': is add dote for a third Factor. To get to the screen for Factor 3. press 
CTRL-E. and cnswer S wice. This has moved you :hrough the hrs, two Factors. Note by the way, 
(we'll practice this later), rnot if you had answered No after the first quosnon about wanting another 
Factor. you would have displayed a graph with only tho hrs! Fcctor even !f there was two or 
even three Factors worth of data m memory. 

When asked for the second time if you want another factor, answer Yes. When asked for a 
Name for Fcctor 3 simply hit RETURN for now. You Villi once ogam soo a blank data entry screen 
just as you did when you added Factor 2. Enter the followmg numbers. 

MAR 40 
APR 45 
MAY 36 
JUN 39 
JUL 48 
AUG 42 
SEP 41 

Press CTRL-E and at the next menu select a Line graph. This will show you each oi three !me 
types (solid-dotted-dcshed) avmlable. Now Switch to a Pomt graph and then Bar and finally 
Segmented Bars. These all all of the graph types thct ·::e have seen thus far, but now with three 
factors visible for the first time. 

The one graph type rhot we haven't been able to dis] iay up until now, ts Market graphs. There 
are two alternatives; Tic and Connected. Type T on the Graph Selection menu and a Market graph 
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FILLING-AN 
INTRODUCTION 

will be displayed. This is the type of graph that is troditionclly used to display Stock Mance! 
intormo-ron, 1:1 the form H1gh-Lo·1:-Close tor share pnces. When entenno dc:c destined to be a 
Market Graph, 1! rs a good idea to enter it m the appropnate order; 

Factor I - High 
Factor 2 - Low 
Factor 3 - Close 

If you do not, you will always be able to change the order of the Factors usmg the program module 
called FILE MANIPULATION, described later. Note that you may do a market graph with only 
two factors, HIGH and LOW, in which case pressing either T r C will give you a 'Floating Bar' 
type graph. 

Switch now to a Connected Market Grapn. There is no difference between the two rypes other 
than the tick mark bemg replaced with a line connecting the 'close' data. This appears to be a 
ma·•er cf personal prererence so we have mcluded both types m B GRAPH. 

If you're not comlonable with what you ve learned so far, take a few minutes now to expen 
ment �nd refcrmhcnzo yourself with functions such as Gnds and Rescale. Save tnrs new graph 1:1 
a Market Graph form bu· ·:,1·h c:cy o er combmction of reciures the: you fancy as FfLE 3. Vie 
will use this file again m the following sections. 

You will have noticed by now the inclusion of a F1II command on the Function menu. We have 
delayed its introduction until now since we needed a three function graph to be able to fully 
demonstrate Filling 

Beinq able to do en aroo ftll rs valuable s .ce :hut type of graph conveys a sense of volume 
better than a plam Lme graph in many circumstances. Dr. Kogitz's preface on graphing describes 
this 1:1 detml. 

39 FILLING A LINE 
GRAPH 

CREATING A NEW 
GRAPH 

CAUTION: II a file with this name 
already exists, the original will 
be erased For this reason. when 
asked for a new file name, make it 
a habit to hit RETURN first, to check 
the disk directory. 

With FILE.3 on the screen as a Lme graph, press F You will see the area beneath each factor 
sequenllally filled in with a different pattern and color. It you now press F agam, the filled areas 
will be erased. It b important to remember that any Fill command is an on-off switch like Attach, 
Vertical gnd or G d· press II once and 1! will Fill press 1t again and 11 ::111 erase. Area iills work 
on Line graphs and also on Attached Pomt gwphs. The area Fill command automatically deter 
mines the number of Factors used for that parhcular graph and sets the colors and patterns to be 
used m each for maximum dilierenucnon both on screen end on pope!" 

Although 11 may seem that we've approached •hJS program through the back door, we will now 
examme the hrst and pnmory function 01 the Graphing module of B GRAPH: Creating a graph. 

The reason for the delay has been to instruct you in all of the Iuncnons necessary to Create a 
new graph throuqh lecrninq them slowly as separate support I .mcnons for other ocuvines. 

With the Function menu displayed, proceed now by pressir 'JC. Be aware that by press: .g C. 
you erase any other graph data which may be m memory at the lime. For this reason always 
Save the graph ye u are vorxmq on before Creating a new one. 

You will first be csked to name the hie which you ore about to create, and a hie 0:1 the data 
disk will be opened. 

The next screen displayed will be as illustrmed m FIG 7A. You will be csked whether you 
wish to label the honzontal (X) mas as MONTI IS. YEARS or UNrrs. This is not an mevocable 
decision, almost no decisions m B GRAPH cro. 
Here is what the three choices oner: if you choose MONTHS, you will first be csked for the name of 
the starting month. This must be a standard three Jetter cbbrevicuon such as JAN, FEB, MAR, 
etc. If you do not enter an appropnate month name you will not be able to proceed. 1f you simply 
press RETURN without entenng anything, the default of JAN wtll be entered for you au:omal!colly. 
You may though choose to start on any month. If you recall, DEMOl.DAT started with MARch. 
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The next question is the Interval. This can be a number between 1 and 11 inclusive. For exam 
ple, an interval of 3 would display every THIRD month. The default if you press RETURN is I. 

If you choose YEARS. you would then be asked for the starting year. This can be any two digit 
number such as 83. The word "YEAR" will be automallcally displayed on the graph to help avoid 
confusion with the next label type, which is "UNITS". The default if you press RETURN is the year 
00. Once again, input the desired interval. 

If you select UNITS you will then be asked to name the units, to a maximum of eight characters. 
This can be anything you choose, such as WEEKS. DAYS. CENTURY or any other time division 
that might be appropriate for your data. Units may also be items such as SALESMEN. PLANETS. 
VEHICLES or the like. The default here if you simply press RETURN is the word 'Period'. 

For each type of horizontal scaling and labeling, B/GRAPH is capable of displaymg 20 individ 
ual month names, years or numbers. Since 8/GRAPH is able to accept input for up to 100 data 
pomts (in each of three factors). if there are more than 20 items. subdivisions are used on the 
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INTERVALS 

ADDING TITLES 

horizontal scale to indicate each item, but they are not labeled. This is simply a limit imposed 
by the resolution capabilities of the Apple. 

As mentioned previously, when asked for INTERVAL you may simply press RETURN for an interval 
of one, or select any number that you wish. The interval chosen will then determine the amount 
by which the major horizontal base divisions are skipped. For example 1f you chose three (enter 3) 
for an Interval and a starting month of MAY, the graph would be labeled MAY-AUG-NOV-FEB 
etc. YEARS, if incremented by six startmg with 1950, would be 50-56,62,68 etc .. and similarly for 
UNITS. This can be particularly handy if you are graphing selected rather than sequential time 

periods. 

For the sake of this example, answer MONTHS. When asked for the name of the starting month, 
use MAR. but first try typing some nonsense letters. You will see that only a valid month name 
consisting of the first three letters of each month will be accepted. If you chose UNITS. you would 
have to provide a name of up to eight characters long. The default label given by B/GRAPH is 
"Period". 

There now will appear m sequence, four questions. These will be ... 

Enter top title. 

Enter 2nd title. 

Enter side title. 

Enter graph #. 
(See Tutorial FIG. SA) 

None of these questions have a default. If you do not want to place a text label on the graph m 
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course type in anything that you wish r- answer to the questions. 

The 'top ntle will appear at the very top ol the graph, w1::: whatever text you enter up to 20 
characters, centered over the graph. The second title, up to 19 characters long, will appear Just 
under it. The 'side' title, up to 13 characters. will appear vertically down the left side of the graph 
alongside the veracol scale, one letter under the other. The graph number 1..>r your convenience 
in identilymq graphs and will be displayed in the upper left hand corner. The # sign is displayed 
automa!Jcally alongside your input. 

Please note :hat eccn label has a maximum leng:h as shown by the entry line on the screen 
under the cursor. ONLY what will ht will be displayed, even though you are able to type beyond 
the end of the line. As with almost all other inputs in BIGRAPH, you are not making an irrevocc 
ble decision when you make one oi these en!nes, so a; this lime type in onythinq :};at you wish, 
For example ... 

Sales Forecast 

Orbital Velociues 

$ BILLIONS 

S45 
You will then be osked to name FACTOR I. If you recall, DEMO I.DAT had as it's label the word 
FACTOR I. This is th- default name if you decide NOT to name the label a! this amo. You cccept 
the default by pressn J RETURN. Similarly, when you are adding a second or third rector, either 
at the lime of Creation or dunng an Update, you will be asked the same question for each. You 
may enter a name of up to eight characters long for a factor label or accept the default name 
FACTOR" h1 s,m..,,1 ·yp1ng RETURN rh1s decision con be chcnqed at any time as well, so tor 

now simply type RETURN. 
You will r.ext bi cresentod with the hy now familiar Input Screen. There arc only a fe-,, new 
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DECIMALS AND 
NEGATIVES 

thmgs to be learned at this time Ii you recall typmg the $ sign will place a dollar {$) sign m iron! of 
the vertical scale. Press$ now. Remember, if you decide at any point that you want to gel nd of 
1t, simply type $ again. I: will m lonqer oo displayed on the lower nght hond ponon of the screen 
once you type $ again. 

The world is r,ot made solely of integers and posiuve numbers. B GRAP� is capable oi displaying 
decimal numbers as well as numbers less than zero. Try entenng the following numbers. 

MAR 124 
APR 68.51:i 
MAY 20 
JUN 35.7 
JUL 234 
AUG 45 
SEP 29.89 
OCT 88.01 
NOV 183 
You may type numbers with decimals and mmus signs. On the second data screen though, only 
two decimal places will be displayed. All nme siqmficcnt d1gi.s are used ior calculations. Tne 
largest number which you can enter mto B/GRAPH is 9,999,999. Any number over this will be 
interpreted as NIA {Not Available, or Not Applicable) and not displayed. 

Usmg all cursor control keys, you may change anything on r'" input screen at any ume, 
B/GRAPH does not read and examine the screen for your data until after you have pressed 
CTRL-E and S and only then is the data 'input' for setting up your graph. 

Do not select a second factor at the moment. but choose a Bar graph display. You will see tho: 
the zero base line now floats upwards, and both the posttive and negative entries have been 
automabcally scaled. 
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OVERLAYS 

PRODUCING 
MEANINGFUL 
OVERLAYS 

Spend a few minutes experimenting with all of the different grapn types and other features 
including Grids and Rescaling just to ensure that you are quite familiar with their functions once 
more. Review the previous chapters at this time 11 onythmc seems unclear. Do not remove the 
graph we have just created though, as wo will be using it in the next section of the tutonal. To take 
a break now, simply Save this graph to disk. 

When producing graphs, 1t is frequently desirable to superimpose different graphs on top of one 
another so that similar. or even possibly unrelated things can be displayed end/or compared on 
screen or on paper at the same time. B GRAPH has such a feature and t ts available as the 
Overlay function. This is addressed WHILE a graph is displayed by pressing 0. 

h can not be stressed t s:rongly rhat while It is possible to crea:e extreme y useful and 
attractive graphs with the Overlay function, it is also very easy to produce a total mess!! 

To end in Overlay ng B GRAPH outomcucclly rescales the mcommg grap� to tne scale of the 
graph currently on the screen. If your first scale ranged between zero and 1000 and the second 
between three and seven. y, J will not get a meanmgtul overlay. It is up to you to rncze sure that 
your data and graphs share relevant mforrnotion in order to use the Overlay function properly. 

You should also note that 8/GRAPH overlays the second title on top of the first. Titles of different 
sizes may leave characters on the screen that cause a ;umble rather than a coherent title, To 
avoid this, use the Update feature described earher to reduce or erase titles that might mterfere 
with an overlay. Remember that overlays may be prmted a; any nme by pressmq CTRL-P. 

If your Overlay was a mess, there are ways to improve 11. First, moke sure that the horizontol 
scales are not different and share the same number of data points. FILE.2 has seven months of 
data, starting with MAR. while the FILE.3 has nine months worth of data. You will see how to 
correct this shortly. 

Also, mcke sure that the vernccl scales 0:1 the two graphs are roughly wuhm the same range. 
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TRUNCATING DATA 
POINTS 

ALTERING GRAPH 
LABELS 

If there are great differences between scales, you may not be able to produce a good overl<:11'. Ii 
the differences are relatively small try rescaling the screen graph to the data of the overlaying 

h i I graph. Negallve data in the overlaying graph will be lost 11 the screen grap nas oruy positive 
values. 

Reducing the number of data points is easy. Simply use the SPACE BAR to erase the value for 
OCT. This not only removes that value but also terminates the graph at tnat point. In other words 
we could have had many more months worth of data on the screen, but by making a given 
month blank, we are indicating to B!GRAPH that data entry ends HERE. If we had multiple tartors. 
each of those factors would now end at the same point as well! B/GRAPH will become upset 
though 1f you do this to the second or third factor. You cannot truncate a factor other than the hrs: 
one. ., 

In order to add data points, you can again use the Update feature and add"/" for not 
applicable" data points. This is descnbed in greater detail later. 

Before leaving Overlays. there are a few pomts to remember. You may have as many Over 
lays as you wish supenmposed one on top of the other. How this looks is simply a matter of how 
careful you are in organizing your data. You also can NOT Save an Overlay. As far as B/GRAPH 
is concerned, it can only contain one graph's worth of data at a time; the last one Created or 
Displayed, (Loaded). You CAN Image an overlayed graph, and with a little work, these can be 
elfecuve in presentations. Naturally you may also dump to a pnnter any graph or Overlay that IS 

displayed. 

The last mcjor GRAPHING function lo be covered is Altering the graph label informahon. As we 
have stated earher, you always have the ophon of changing virtually anything m B GRAPH and 
Labels are no exception. 
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From the Function Menu, press Alter and you will be presented with the first of the alterations: 

Enter top htle. 

�is is the same senes of questions as the original labeling sequence and each subsequent ques 
tion will be asked in turn, just as when you create a graph. If you simply press RETURN, whatever 
had been previously entered will remam unchanged. To type NEW information at any question 
Just type i� th�t �ew mformahon. If you wish lo erase, or blank out a text line for any label, jus! 
type a peno�. . "and then RETURN. Remember to stay within the length restrictions. signified 
by the open box on the screen. If you type beyond the markers, your text will appear truncated 
on the graph. 

Yo� .will also have the option of changing the horizontal scale (X axis), in the event that you 
had ongmally made an error in selection or you have a change of mind. You will later have the 
opportunity of placing 'custom' labels anywhere on a graph, in different sizes of text. This will 
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HANDLING MORE 
THAN 20 DATA 
POINTS 

MISSING DATA 

be performed with the Imaging/Labeling module and information on how this is done is contained 
in the tutorial for that section. 

We have mentioned that you are able to enter a total of 100 data points for each of the three factors. 
Since each Input Screen can contain up to 20 items, you are able to enter up to five screens worth 

of data. 
You haven't encountered the subsequent data screens yet, since we have been dealing with 

less than 20 items in all of our examples thus far. You will be asked if you want to enter more 
data, only if you enter a full 20 data points on the first screen. To see this Creole a new graph and 
enter a full 20 numbers. You will note that after the 20th item has been entered the cursor Jumps 
back to the top of the screen. 

When you are satisfied that the data for these 20 points is correct, press CTRL-E. Unlike before, 
when we were dealing with less than 20 numbers, you are now asked if you want another Page. 

Press Y and you will have another data entry screen presented for that factor. If you are 
working with months, the sequence will continue and similarly ii your honzontal scale had been 
selected as UNITS or YEARS, that numbenng would be continued as well. 

You can use CTRL-E at any time to go to the next factor (including adding new factors to your 

graph data) or to display the graph. If you choose to enter a second or then a third factor, you 
MUST enter data for the same number of data points in each of the second and third factors as 

you had in the first one. If you do not have data for all points in each factor, there is a way of still 

displaying a meaningful graph, described below. 

One function of B/GRAPH that isn't performed with a CONTROL key, or noted on a screen menu, 
is the handling of missing data. There may be instances where you have data for a time senes, 
but are missing one or more data pomts. B/GRAPH is able to handle such occurrences quite simply. 
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All thct is required rs to type "I" for (Not A vmlablo or Not Applicable) instead or a numenc value 
when entering data on the Input Screen. 

Do NOT leave a blank space for rmssmq data, as 8 GRAPH will interpret this as the end of 
data, not as missing. You mus: type a 'instead of numbers to signify unavailable dote, It you 
accidentally enter an clphcbetic character m the data field. when you type S for the data update, 
an 'inverse asterisk' will appear on the screen beside the incorrect entry. You will have to type 
either a "I" or a number a; that entry posiuon 10 proceed. 

When the graph is displayed, 8/GRAPH will simply skip over that position on the time senes. 
For example, if you are doing a line graph the line will stop at the last position for which there 
is data, and resume agam as soon as thl next position does contain data. 

As menhoned earlier, you will sometimes fmd that you nave the reed to plot 2 or 3 factors on 
a single graph though the amount of data for each factor isn't equal. Simply type in a "l" for all 
data pomts that are not avmlable for a given fact, ,rand 81GRAPH will be able to plot a graph even 
with unequal factor lengths. 

Segmented Bar Charts present one last considorotion. If there is missing data m ANY ONE of 
the two or three data points of a given hme senes, then TIIA T time series will not be displayed. 
For example, suppose you have twelve months wonn of dote for three factors. Ii you are rmssinq 
data for Factor #2, m June, NO stacked bar will be drawn for June, even though the data for 
Factor # I and #3 are there. 

There is one more minor function available called Box. At any hme while a graph is displayed, 
you may press B and the left side and base line that define the edges of the graph will be com 
pleted on the top and nght side to form a completed border around the graph. This is strictly a 
matter of taste; we feel that graphs with only a few data points look best without 11. You may 
remove it by pressing B a second time. Border is not saved to a data file, but of course ii may be 
part of an Imaged graph. 
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GRAPHING 
CONCLUSION 

Once you have finished with a module such as GRAPHING, you will need to return to the Mam 
Program Menu to obtain access to any of the other Modules. The way lo do this is by lypmg Exit 
from the mom Function Menu. II you have data m memory, you will be cdvised on the screen 
and given the opportunity of saving it to disk. Once you leave a module, any data m the computer's 
memory will be lost. 

11 you do not have data to Save. ensure that the 8/GRAPH disk IS installed m dnve # l and 
press RETURN. You will shortly see the program selection menu and should now proceed to load 
PIE CHARTS in preparation for the next tutorial. 

This concludes the tutorial section on the GRAPHING module. In most of the other program modules 
such things as data input Screens printer dumps and returning lo a Function Menu work in the 
same manner as you have learned them up until now. Any differences will be noted when en 
countered but for the sake of the tutonal we will assume that you have Iormhonzed yourself with 
the preceeding lessons. Therefore before moving on to the PIE CHART tutorial. make certain that 
you are familiar with all of the concepts presented thus far, as we will be assummg this Icmihcnry 
from now on. Consult the Reference Guide il you need a bnef refresher on commands. 
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PIE CHARTS 
This tu tonal will discuss the BiGRAPH program module called PIE CHARTS. It is loaded by select 
mg #J on the Program Selection Module. You mus: load PIE CHARTS, as well as ea n of the 
other BiGRAPH modules by booting the program disk, and selectmg the option you wish from that 
menu, or by exitmq irom a program module and returning to the Mam Menu. 

This tutonal assumes thot you are already lamiliar with all of the functions of the GRAPHING 
Module. Functions that are idsnnccl between them will NOT be re-explained here, therefore if 
you have :1 t read and practiced the GRAPHING tu:onal yet, pleoss d so now. If any Iuncnon is 
unclear m PIE CHARTS, please refer back to the previous tutorial. For assistance in finding where 
a given command is first explained, please refer to the B GRAPH Rete,ence Manual elsewhere 
in this documentation. 

Once you have loaded PIE CHABTS soend a momerr .xammmg !!:e Function Menu. You will note 
note that it is almost exactly the same as the menu m GRAPHING. All available functions work 
idenncclly. 

Although the top half of the menu is unchanged, everything EXCEPT CTRL-F -S -P is gone. 
Obviously Grids. Rescaling and Attaching. are not meaningful on PIE CHARTS. if you are unia 
mihar with the concept of Pie Charts and ho·.v they are used to present data please lake a moment 
to read Dr. Koqitz s essay at the front of this manual. 

Press C so that we can Create a sample pie chart. The usual file name request appears and then 
you will see a senes or questions regarding screen tries. Pie Charts are labeled similcrly to the 
other types of graphs previously discussed except the: there 1s no 'SIDE' title end the 'BASE' title 
will oe in bold faced text at .ne bottom of the screen. 

51 FIGURE 9 

Type in whatever you please for the titles and Label Type (equivalent to a Factor name) at this 
ume. When hmshed, 1 u ,,.;1 I next encounter the Data Input Ser -n, Although 11 superhciclly 
resembles the Input Screen on GRAPHING, 111s different m many ways, which you will see when 
we start entenng data. 

Down the left hand side of the screen are numbers !rom one to 16. The purpose of a. PIE �HART 
is to represent data as parts or percentages of a whole. B GRAPH can handle up to 16 shces m 
a pie, and you have to enter both the LABEL for the shce and the data. This is done on the same 
line of the input screen, opposite each ot the numbers from one to 16. 

For example, lets say tho: v.e wish to enter the number of Girl Scout C bes that a group of 
girls have each sold. We would do the following: Type SUSAN, now press RETURN. The cursor 
will skip across the screen :o the left hand side. Now type 11 and press RETURN 

You wtll have entered two 'FIELDS' worth of information· a LABEL and DATA. Each related set 
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� typed on a line one after the other. Pressing RETURN moves you from one FIELD to the other 
ou may now type in another name since after typmg l l and RETURN th · cl ba k . 

the LABEL FIELD for •he next item. e cursor jumpe c to 
Type in the following ... 

JANE 9 
BETIY 15 
NANCY 18 
SALLY 14 
GRACE 3 

'f_ ou can �se the cursor control keys to move back to any LABEL from a data · t cl k changes that you wish You can even k pom an ma e any 
to the DATA 'Values) f. Id y use the cursor eys to move across the screen completely 

Th re . ou con also press RETURN to move across to the nghl hand entry field 
th e LABiiL you type can only be eight characters long. If you attempt to type more than this . 
'R; c�rsor wi not move beyond that point. You may type numbers ma label held for example 

02 but 1_f you type a letter (alphabet character) m the data field on the nght hond side of the 
screen, ii will be flogged with an inverse asterisk as in the main graphing module. 

If you recall, typing "t" 1r the GRAPHING Module was a signal to the program that th 
mth1ssing dabe to. Since by defmihon, a pie chart is to display the percentages each port 

ise�7 ;v;�ol 
ere con no rrussmq data or "]" enlnes. e, 

Once Y' u have entered the above data and expenmented with using the RETURN k d · 
usudaS I curdsor conhtrols lo move between FIELDS on the screen and edit your,.doto press 

ciR��E tne 
an to raw t e graph. ' 
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PRINTING A PIE 
CHART 

The Pie Chart will now be drawn. Centered around each 'shce' of the pie, just outside the circum 
ference of the circle. is a letter of the clphobet starting with 'A' at '3 o'clock' and moving counter 
clockwise around the chert. To the right of the chart is an enclosed rectangle containing each 
letter that labels a slice of the pie; the LABEL Type that you entered and the PERCENTAGE of the 
whole that each value represents, rather than their actual (entered) values. The rectangle is NOT of 
nxed size and will change 10 accommodate the number (between one and 16) of items that you 
have to enter. The diameter of the circle however, is fixed. 

These percentages have been calculated to two decimal places for precision. II you press 
CTRL-S tor the second screen, you will see the LABELS and values thct you entered, plus a TOTAL 
of all of ,he data at tl,e bottom of the list. 

Take a look at the pie itself; you will see that the first (A) slice is BLUE. the next (B) WHITE, the 
next GREEN end tlu, fourth BLACK. On a monochrome monitor the sequence appears, STRIPED, 
SOLID. STRIPED AND THEN BLACK. This sequence is repeated around the entire chart. If the last 
wedge would end up cdjccent lo a Similar color, BiGRAPH skips a color so that each wedge oi 
the pie is displayed distinctly. 

Pressing CTRL-P will produce a printer dump 1f all of the usual set JP oroo <lures have been met. 
Of course 11-ie socond (data) screen may also be printed by pressing CTRL-P. 

You may notice that the circle drawn on your TV or momtor is not quite perfecl. It looks slightly 
flattened at the top and bottom. The circle pnnted out on paper when you do a screen dump IS a 
perfect circle on many printers since they will pnnt the same number of dots in either direction. 
This family includes the Epson FX series, Oki 92 and Centronics 739. Epson MX senes, as well as 
Gernim and Seikoshic uniortunately do NOT print the same number of dots vertically as honzon 
telly and thus the pies will not appear circular. 

For photographing the screen. or screen presentallons where precision counts, you may be 
able to adjust the honzontal and vertical lmeanty of your TV or momtor. If such controls are not 
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immediately accessible, please contact a competent techmc1an for assistance. TV sets and rnonnors 
contain lethal voltages! Do not perform any cdrustmsnts not intended for consumer alignment. 

It is possible for you to use this Pie Chart module to call up data files created with GRAPHING and 
create Pie Charts from those files. It does not matter if the files you are calhng were saved as Bar 
Charts, Line Graphs, Scatter or Market Graphs. The sole hrnitchon is that ONLY the first factor, 
Fcctor I, will be used by Pie Chart, and the data must contain not more than 16 data points. None 
of 'he values may be nega:ive, as well. Ii there are more than 16, the file load will abort and you 
will be returned to the FUNCTION MENU. The reason for :bs is :hat a pie chart rs used to represen: 
items as part of a whole. If there are parts missing the chart would then become meaningless. 
Sirnilorly, there can be no negallve or NA values in the data loaded into a pie chart. This will also 
cause a file load to abort for the same reason. Remember too that there is no side title on a Pie 
chart and that the second atle will appear below the chart, not above. 

If the data tho: you wish to 1.1rr into a pie char: rs Jr'. a factor other :hon Factor I, you can use 
the program module called FILE MANIPULATION to switc]; their order. This tutonal is found fur ther on in this manual. 

When loading a non-Pie Chart File, rather than immediately drawing a graph, you will find 
yourself presented with an Update screen. This is to allow you to rype in label names, since 
obviously ·�ese were not created m :he GRAPHING program. Ii you Just want to look at the graph, simply type CTRL-E since LABELS ARE NOT MANDATORY. 

Similarly you may also load a Pie Chart data file into GRAPHING with the Display r:ommand 
and use rt to produce any of the avmlable graph types. It will be in the form of a single factor 
graph with UNITS as the honzontcl mas. The LA3ELS will not be displayed or retained if the Irle is reSaved. 

55 PIE CHART 
CONCLUSION 

You should soend some nrne prccncmq the erection oi a number f diflerent Pie Charts and also 
the venous functions on the Function Menu such as Al!ering label. infer motion, Imag1�g and of 
course Saving O data file You will find that now that you are iorrulicr with the basic tunctJons of 
BIGRAPH. learning this and the other program modules will go quite quickly. 

the To go to the next program module, return to the Mam Menu by pressing E and choose, 
IMAGING AND LABELING program module. 
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ON DISK 

IMAGING AND LABELING 
This Program Module allows you to perform four different tasks, each using the Images created 
w.tn GRAPHING, PIE CHARTS or REGRESSION. Ea,..h of those modules allows you to create a 
graph and then Image it to a disk as a high resolution picture (bmary) file rather than a data file. 
It is Image hi�::; 'hot this m dule ut.hzes, 

II you ever have diiliculty idennfyinq B/GRAPH Image Files. remember that they occupy 
exactly 34 disk sectors; a directory scan will help locate them. Doto Files on the other hand only 
occupy between one and about four sectors. 

Two rncjor functions available m this module allow the Custom Lobehng of graphs and the 
creation and retrieval of Image sequences, otherwise known as 'Slide Shows'. You may have no 
ticed that although both the GRAPHING AND PIE CHART programs allow the creation of Images, 
neither permit their re-display. 

From the Program Selection Menu. choose GRAPH IMAGING/LABELING and shortly you will be 
presented with the B GRAPH IMAGE FUNCTION MENU as 'lustroted m FIG. IO be! w. Th Firs: 
selection is Review Images on disk. Select Rand press RETURN for a disk directory. You will 
note a hie named TITLE. 

This is a graph Image, (you will recognise 11 shortly as the program's title screen). Type m the file 
name (TITLE) and you will see the hie displayed. Be aware that you can not make any data 
cltercnons to an Image hie. We are not usmg the data that created the graph, we are only 
disployinq its Image or picture. 
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FIGURE IO 

At this pomt, pressing CTRL-P mil do a printer dump, to any BIGRAPH-supported graphics pnnter. 
You will probably want to went to try this until after you have done some Custom Labeling, 
descnbed below. 
The purpose of this section oi the program module, rs to place text on the screen. While GRAPHING 
and PIE CHARTS allowed text labels to be placed on the screen and Altered. that text was restncted 
in size and its positioning on the graph was determined by B GRAPH. It rs the purpose of this 
program to provide you with the utmost flexibility in placing a vanety of text in different sizes on 
any graph or c icrt. or to create text-only pages. These images may then be printed out, or 
relmaged to disk for later use or inclusion in a Slide Show'. 

The Heview command simply allows you to view mdrvro.iclly any Images or a d1s:C border 
to alter the Image you need to return to the menu by pressing CTRL-F. Now select Label an Image. 
(A shortcut to Labeling mode rrom Review, is to press L whi a Reviewed !mag is on display) 
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CTRL-G: HELP-SELECTION 
SCREEN 

ENTERING TEXT 

Reload the demo Image called TITLE. This lime. you will be asked for the name of the OUTPUT 
FILE. This is the name under which your altered Image rs later saved. The Image file is then called 
to the screen. · 

There are several powerful commands in this program module. To assist you in remembering 
them .. we have provided a 'HELP'-Selection screen which can be viewed at any hme while in 
Labeling by pressing CTRL-G. This will be displayed after you have named the Input and Output 
hie names in any event. CTRL-G is a toggle command, and you move back and forth between 
the Image you are Labeling and this menu with it. This screen is reproduced as FIG. I 1. 

FIGURE 11 

Press R !or Regular type and you'll note that an asterisk turns on and off next to the command line. 
This indicates in �ach in.stance which 'feature' of labeling you have selected. Now press CTRL-G 
and the Image will be displayed. A cursor in the form of a 'flashing asterisk' is located in the lower 
left hand corner of the screen. Using the CTRL-W, A, Sand Z keys (up, left, right and down), 
prachce moving the cursor about the screen. Place it at an empty location. 

)f) r o « ()()()()()(.) o o 09 9q O ,---.-�-..-.---------------- ..... ------iilliiiiiiilmt-----liiiiilliiiitiiiiliio.-.--- .... iiiiiii 
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QUITTING 

THE IMAGE 
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As was noted on the 'Help' screen, pressing ESC enables/disables 'Text Mode' Press ESC now. 
You'll see that the cursor changes to a 'flashing underline' shape. This is how you tell if you're in 
text entry mode or not. Now, type a short sentence. You'll see that whatever you type is displayed 
on the graphics screen just as if you were typing on a normal text screen. Anything you type will 

overlay whatever is already on the screen. If either type of cursor gets loo close to the edge of 
the screen text entry will not work; neither will cursor moves. This is indicated by a 'broken' cursor. 

There are several type sizes avmlable to you. After you've typed something on Regular size, press 
CTRL-G and return to the 'Help'-Selection menu. You'll note that you may select Wide and Bold 

type styles as well as Double size. If you have a color TV or monitor (the display is not very 

meaningful in monochrome) also try Invert color. 
You will find that each of these settings is noted by B/GRAPH with an asterisk (*) beside your 

selecl!on so that you can tell at a glance which ones are active at any time. You'll quickly discover 
that you can use the SPACE-BAR as an eraser, and you can speed-up removing unwanted text 
and graphics by using the SPACE-BAR in Double size mode. 

Remember that ESC turns labeling mode on and off while the graph Image is displayed. You 

see that pure cursor moves are allowed in the text entry mode as well. Why have two modes 
then? Simply that you can be in 'Labeling', without the risk of someone. or even yourself messing 

up a screen accidentally. That's why you must press ESC lo enter text-entry mode. 

When you have completed labeling an Image, return lo the 'Help'-Selection menu and press Quit. 
Your graph Image will be saved to disk under the name previously given to ii. 

Since you can attach your Apple II+ /e/c to just about any TV or monitor, including Large Screen 
Video projectors, you may find 11 convenient to display graphs and charts created with B/GRAPH to 
an audience. While calling up data files with GRAPHING or PIE CHART is possible. it is not 

terribly convenient. 
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Usmg the Review iuncuon to call up Imaged files is much quicker and more elegant, but 
requires the constant entry of file names and thus doesn't lend itself to presentations. 

We hove :herofore included m this mcx:lule oi B GRAPH the cbihty to both Crec:e and Display 
Image Sequences. You are provided with most oi tho functions of a good shde projector, mcludmg 
the ability to place the Images in defined sequences; set the number of seconds that Images will 
remam on the screen, szip forwards or backwards to on !mago out of sequence or pouso dunnq a 
sequence. 

We assume m this section of tne tutonal that you havo prepared a minimum of three Images and 
those reside on the disk in your pnmary dnve. If you do not hove these Images prepared, please 
return to GRAPHING or PIE CHARTS and prcx:luce thorn so tho! these mstrucuons can be meaning 
ful to you 

From the IMAGE FUNCTION menu. press: Create a New Image Sequence. The lirst question 
asked will be how merry Images you mtend .ud g ti' .oquenc A standard diskette can 
hold 16 Images. B GRAPH though, ts capable of suppor:mg multiple drives to sequence up to 40 
different Images in a single Show. 

The hrs: question is, How Many Images. Enter :he number of Images to be shewn .ha! you 
have prepared. You will then be asked for the number of seconds that you wish each Image to 
appear. If you type zero, then Images will remain on the screen until the next one is requested by 
you. 

There is no maximum limit for display time, however you should know thot the Apple tokes 
approximately JO seconds to load an Image. The length of time an Image stays on screen is there 
fore about JO seconds longer then the actual time you enrer. Thus, 1f you wish en Image 10 
display for 15 seconds, you would enter a time of 5 seconds. For now, select zero (0), but note that 
a minimum reasonable time for viewing an Image is at least 15 seconds. 

TI:e next query is for a name tor this sequence of images to be shown. This rs the hie name 
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that you will use later to coll up the sequence. The instructions that you are giving BIGRAPH now 
regarding this sequence will also be stored to disk under this name Call 1: 'SHOW'. 

You will next be asked for the filename of Image one. then Image two and so on up to the 
number of Images that you had indicated were to be included in this sequence. If all the Images 
are on disk # I then simply type in the names. If :hey are gomg to be on other drives then append 
the dnve number to the name of the Image in the form: TITLE.DI or .02 etc. If your drive control 
lers are in different slots then you will also need to append .SS or .S6 etc followed by .Dl or .02 
etc. For example an Image on disk #3 with controller in Slot #4. would be entered into the show 
sequence as PICTURE.S4.D3 {Note the double'. ). 

It is not necessary that the hies be actually named with this appendage. The extenders are 
only used when NAMING an Image as part of a sequence. 

The Images DO NOT need to be on the disks while you are entenng this sequence mformahon. 
They must, of course. be on the correct disks, in the cppropnote drives when tho sequence is 
displayed later on. 

After you have entered the last hie name. the mlcrmcnon that you have entered rs saved to 
disk under the sequence name thot you gove it, Smee sequences take only a sector or two on the 
disk, you can hove a great many different sequences o: the same Images residen: on one disk 
although you arc of course limited to the number of Images that may be stored on a ,.,,ngle disk. 

From the IMAGE FUNCTION menu, select Dlspkry an Image Sequence. You will be askea to name 
the sequence. Enter the name tho 1ou gave our sample sequence (SHOW), and a bi ief message 
will cppecr mdicctinq tho! pressir "S" ill commence :he sequence The screen will n v: go 
black and the Apple 11-t le will wa .m 1, 'S" ts pressed to start the show. 

This feature cllows you to set up a presentchon sequence and remam ready to run It without 
unnecessary taxi on the screen. Of course you could always crea:e a title graph us:ng Custom 
Labeling and use that as your stand-by screen. 
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Press "S" for Start and the first Image will be displayed. You may now move forward to the next 
Image by pressing the SPACE BAR (if there is no timing sequence in effect). You may go back 
wards an Image at a time by pressing "B" for Back. If a timed sequence is running, "P" for pause 
will interrupt the sequence until any other key is pressed to resume. To quit a sequence, type A 
(Abort) for the Function menu. At the end of a sequence pressing the SPACE-BAR will return you 
to the Function menu as well. 

If you wish to view Images out of sequence, you may do so by simply typing the number in 
the sequence of that particular Image. In other words, to view the fifth one in the sequence just 
press the number 5, RETURN need not be pressed. 

For Images 11 to 20 press SHIFT and then a number. Image # 10 is accessed by pressing 'Q', 

and #11 by pressing SHIFT + 'I', Image #12 is SHIFT + '2' and so on. The twentieth Image is 
addressed by pressing SHIFi and 'O'. Images beyond 20 can not be addressed directly from the 
keyboard. 

As with all B/GRAPH modules, you can move from the FUNCTION menu back to the main Program 
Selechon menu by pressing Exit. Be sure that you have removed your working disk and inserted 
the B/GRAPH Program disk mto drive one. 

This concludes the LABELING/IMAGE SEQUENCE tutorial. As with all B/GRAPH program 
modules, a bit of practice will help make all of the functions fcmihcr. 
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FILE MANIPULATION 
Often limes, you may find you wish to alter the order of factors in a data file, add in factors from 
another file and perhaps alter the data itself. This is in part what FILE MANIPULATION (number 5 
on the main menu) allows you to do. It works on the data, not on a graph or Image. It also allows 
you to perform exponential smoothing and moving averages on your data and to save and load 
files in the V1siCalc (R) D.l.F. format or read ASCII files saved by other programs or by the CHI 
SQUARE SET UP program, discussed later. Since this program usually mvolves the alterahon 
of data in your files, it is suggested that you go to Browse immediately after Loadmg a file and 
print the data by hitting CTRL-P. This will give you a record to refer to as you go about making 
your changes. 

By now you should know how to load and save files in B/GRAPH. Remember that if you want a 
disk directory simply hit RETURN in either of these modules and the directory will be provided. To 
continue and either load or save, press RETURN agam, to go back to the main menu, press 
CTRL-F. You must have a hie loaded mto memory to perform any [unctions in this program, so 
either use the Load, Vis1Calc or ASCII options to get a hie into memory. 

Exponential smoothing is a deceptively simple looking method, essentially a sales forecasting 
technique, although it can be used for other areas of lime-senes projection. It involves using actual 
prior sales (data) and the estimate of pnor sales to project future sales. It works only on the first 
factor in a data hie; other factors are destroyed in memory (although they remam m your disk file). 

The formula for exponential smoothing is: 

F(t+ I) = a xA(t) + (I-a) x F(I) 
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sales and "a" the smoothing coefficient, explained below. 

FIGURE 12 

Sm ;) you need an eslimate ior the forecast to begm the process, you are given the option of 
entenug a value or hitting RETURN which will use an average 01 the hrs! hve data points. 

The Smoothing Coefficient is a value between zero and one, used to smooth the peaks and 
valleys in the data. The closer lo one, the higher the emphasis placed on past actual sales. The 
closer to zero, the greater weight ts placed on estimated sales. Equal weight ts, as you rmcht 
expect, .5. If you chose .1. then the formula would use 90°0 of what was estimated and only !0% of 
what cctuolly happened. W1:h a coeihcien: 01 .9. then 10°0 oi tho es.imctod value ts used plus 
90°10 of the actual sales. 

Use the L command and load in the example file ARM. Then use the B command for Browse 
co examine the data. Rememb r thot only the first factor will be used. T. t.. hgures rcpres nt the 
amount of money spent. in Sbilhons, by the 113 developing nations of the world. on arms over a 20 

65 year period. The other factors are arms xpenditures in the 28 developed nations and total world 
foreign aid. Return to the menu and press E (not used for EXIt here; R for Return is). 

In response to the question for an estimate press RETURN. F r a smoothing coellicient. enter 
.5. The computer works and will shortly return a "Standard error ot estimate". This value is the 
test of the closeness of the fit of the smoothed curve. The lower the value, the closer the fit. By 
expenmenting with the smoothing coelhcisnt. you will see what effect 1! has on the standard error. 
Mainframe programs usually solve for the smoothing coefficient that best hts the data, done by 
calculating the curves for every possible smoothing coefficient and choosing the best fit. Not only 
does trns process toxe a long time, but seldom is this level of accuracy warranted. Instead, Ne 
leave I! to you to fmd the most reasonable value for the coefficient. Commonly used values for the 
smoothing coefficient are .1. .3 and .5 with . I and .3 being the two most common. 

Exponential smoothing rs best used on data which seems :o fluctuate randomly about a given 
value, rather than data with a specific trend or seasonal vcnction. although 11 can still be em 
ployed for such data. It is also best for short rather than long range projections. A good combina 
tion can be obtained by using a movmg average followed by expc nennci smoothir-q ot :. 
averaged data. In order to do this, you will have to swap F ACTOR I and FACTOR 2 immedictely 
after doing a movmg average. 

After you have performed your exponenticl smoothing, return to :::e data via B. You wrll see 
that the smoothing builds upon itself as 11 progresses down the data hst. At the very bottom of 
the screen is the projection value for the next penod. 

MOVING AVERAGES A moving average is an average done for a given number of adjacent data points in the first factor 
in a data hie. It simply adds tho values for the points within ihe period and divides the total by 
the number of pomts. The penod must be an mteger greater than one: you can t do a movmg 
average on . 7 or - 6 or sirmlcr numbers. Moving average works only on the first factor in a file; 1f 
you wish to use another factor, you v,111 have to use Change to alter ':-:e order of factors. 

If you have sales data for each month m a ton year period. you might do a movmg average of 
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GEOMETRIC 
MOVING AVERAGE 

12 months to .xcmme av •rag"' yearly sales. b this v:ay, seasonal vcnctions can be damped out 
and a better analysis of sales patterns maintained. The program averages twelve months at a 
ams, dr ppn g the earli s' mo th in the hst end adding tl:e next month past the end of the current 
group to 1\ as it progresses. This type of averaging is used for businesses with wide seasonal 
Iluc.ucuons in sali " see. onolly cdjusted unemployment haures, power usage and other areas 
where fluctuations occur. 

For =xcmp'e: 

Month Sales Moving Average 
1 210 N,A 
2 310 240 
3 200 303 
4 400 310 
5 330 335 
6 275 368 
7 500 383 
8 375 425 
9 400 325 

10 200 325 
11 150 217 
12 300 NA 

Toge! the cvercqes (seen on the screen under the "smoothed" column heading), ·,•;e add 210, 310 
and 200. then divide by three. To obtain the next value. we add 310, 200 and 400 and divide the 
t 'ol b, 'r.ree. 

The moving average used in BtGRAPH is centralized. This means thct 1f you give a penod of 
ti- ree r :1!hs as above, you wtll get no average to: the Iirst end 'he last points: averages will begin 
a• the second point Ii the penod of tne moving average is even, B GRAPH will adjust accordingly 

and move the second period further along automatically. The process involves doing a moving 
average for the penod you give - say 12 - then another wrh a penod of the same value but 
moved along one and then ii averages the two to get the correct values. Those points outside the 
range ·:1111 be marked N A, lor "not applicable". There simply is no dote from which to give an 
average before nor after the hgured points above. 

Obviousl, '.h penod you give must be recsoncbly related to the dc:c on hand. A seven 
month moving average will not give much useful mlormonon about a year ot data, since tne first 
and last ·h�e, poirs v:111 not be considered! Remember :oo :hat, while good lor compansons a 
movmg average is not used per se !01 a · what 11" extrapolation. 

The third column on the screen once you have performed a moving average end have gone 
to Browse to examine the data, is DELTA. This is the difference between the averaged (smoothed) 
data and the actual data in factor !. 

Movmg averages are used to make forecasts, to identify seasonal components in the data or to 
smooth out the eiiects ot random influences as a prelude :o a projection of a secular trend 
cyclical variation and seasonal variahon. The data produced m the smoothed (ie movmg average 
result) column and the DELTA o! the actual to smoothed may be saved with the first Icctor as 
another hie and analysed m greater detml by other parts of B1GRAPH. 

One deiect of usmg moving averages m forecasting ts that they do not genera:e a ma:hemaa 
cal function for predictmq iuture values. However, a regression analysis on the smoothed valued 
and the rano can be a powerful tool [or that purpose. 

This is essentially the same as the moving average above except that 1t takes the values, multiplies 
them together and then lakes the nth (n refers to the period of the movmg averages) root. This is 
most often used when a relatively constant geometnc force is at work on the data· re a definite 
trend line such as mflanon. For example: 



68 Year Sales Moving Geometric 
Average Moving 

Average 
1 100,000 NIA N/A 
2 110,000 110,333 110,000 
3 121,000 NA NA 

As you cm, ;;x;e, there JS a difference in results; m this case, the geometnc moving average figure 
is closer (exact actually) to :he cctucl sales hgure men the regular movmg average For another 
example, Load the hie ARM and compare the results of a movmg and a geometric movmg average 
on the first factor. Also, change the penod of the average to see what results with each different 
period. 

FACTOR ROLLOVER Especially in the case where you are usmg B GRAPH [or ongoing bu .mess. it is usetul to be able 
to add elements to either the top or the bottom of a [actor without havmg to retype the entire hie 
agam. This module allows Y' u to do Rollover, removmg one or mor •ems trom a !actor and 
replacmg them with new values. 

Your first question will be whether you want the items rolled ofl the top or bottom. It's a good 
idea to refer to your printed sheet of the ongmal data to be sure which way you wish to roll oti 
items. 

The second question JS how many items are to be rolled off. Obviously you cannot roll off 
more items than you have, although you can roll o[f an entire rector s worth However you will 
have to enter new values by hand m the correct order for each one you roll off. 

Next you will be asked for which factor to roll ofL You enter one, two or three. If you have 
more than one factor to do this to, you will have to do each one separately, smce we only allow 
you to perform rollover on one factor at a time. 

Fmolly, oiter the computer hos worked on a hie you will be nsked to input the values for the 
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new items. If you rolled off the top, you will be asked for the highest value first, then the next 
highest and so on uml hmshed. If y, u rolled off th, bottom, you will be cskod for the lowest hrst 
and then the next and so on until the last item rs input. You may input a character but as normal 
in 8/GRAPH. such input will be trea ed and appear on the screen os "!", No•e that the roll off 
feature allows you to examine data [or lagged correlation (see Correlation Tutoncl). 

PERFORM 
ALGEBRAIC 
OPERATIONS 

This is a particularly important and powerful portion 01 the hie mcmpulcuon program. so .ise It 
with care. It allows you to alter your data mathematically by either choosmg a pre-defined function 
from the sub menu or by entering y ur own equctu n. 

The hrs! lour predefined equations we have provided are: 

Divide Icctor one by factor 2 
Multiply factor one by factor two 
Subtract factor two from factor one 
Add factor two to factor one 

These are straightforward arilhmellcal functions that perform exactly as indicated and the results 
of each cction become the new volues m factor one For example, ii you add Icctor two to factor 
one, the total is now m factor one. If you wish to perform these operations in a different order or 
on different factors, you will have to use the Change order of factors module, discussed further on. 
To see the results, return lo the mam menu by pressmg any key and then choose Browse. 

Convert data to a percent of the total is also quite straightforward; 11 converts each item mto a 
percentage of the total of all factors. For example, 1f you have three factors with item number 
one as: 

Factor I 
JO 

Factor 2 
20 

Factor 3 
30 



70 You would get these numbers added together for a row total of 60 (not shown) then calculated as a 
percent of that total. [f you checked the data by using the Browse function, you would now see it 
reading as: 

Factor 1 
16.67 

Factor 2 
33.33 

Factor 3 
so 

We do not add up columns (factors) to get the total value for all of the elements in a factor and 
then give you a percentage based on that total. The percentage is based on the total of a row. 
Therefore, if you have only one factor, you will get IOO for every element, because it is IOO�·o of the 
total! 

GENERAL ALGEBRA 
ON ONE FACTOR 
ONLY FIGURE 13 FIGURE 14 

This selection allows you to perform more complex algebra on one factor at a time. You may alter 
all of your factors in this manner, but each must be done separately. 

1_1_1__r_r_r_r_r_r_f_f'_t_f_t_f_t_f>_f__t_, __ , ,_, __ , �_,_, __ ,.1.1 __ t., 
������������������������������������������ 

71 You may input any valid BASIC equation such as SlN(X) or LOG(X)+COS(X)/2.5. including 
Boolean logic. Refer to your Applesoft manual to see what is valid and what mathematical 
functions APPie BASIC supports. If you simply input a single number such as 25 or 6, it will make 
all items in a chosen factor into that number. 

When performing General Algebra, you will find that B/GRAPH goes to the disk in dnve 1 for 
certain routines. On a single drive system this will require that you insert the program disk. 

We have listed the three legal variables below the input line. These are: 

X- this is the item or element to be worked on. If your first item is 10 as in the example above, 
then SlN(X) will be SINOO). 

I - this is the counter for the number of items in a factor, startmg from zero and countmg up to the 
number of elements minus one. This is useful for performing incremental adjustments. For exam 
ple, if your factor has five elements of value lO m each one, then the formula Xx I would give you 
results of 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40. Remember that the first value for I is zero, so 10 x O = 0. 

Z - this is the previously calculated result, initially zero. This is useful when incrementing a factor 
by an amount related to the previous result such as mterest rates. With a factor of five elements, 
all ten again, the formula Xx I+ Z would produce the results of 0, 10, 30, 60, 100. 150 respectively. 

You will then be asked to which factor you wish to perform the function that you have chosen. 
You may enter a factor number (you will get an error message if that factor does not exist) or you 
may press CTRL-F to return to the menu. Once the computer performs the function, 11 returns 
you to the menu and you must choose Browse to see the results. 

The general algebra function has many uses. For example, to convert degrees to radians, you 
would enter 3.141593x X/180. To see a 5% discount of money (annually deposited) you would use 
Z+ X/1.0SU+ 1>. In the same manner, to accumulate money at 5% interest where each element is the 
deposit in the account for the year, you would use Z x 1. OS+ X. F actonals can be done up to a 
maximum of ten elements by usmg Z x (I+ I)+ (I= 0). To get a running product where item one rs 



72 itself, item two is item two limes item one, etc, use Z x X +Xx (I= 0). For a running sum. simply 
use z+x. 

As another example, 1i you wanted to see the balance outstanding on a 20 year loan a• I0°o 
interest, Initial amount $JOO,OOO and an annual repayment of $11. 745.96, you would make a file of 
20 elements, all zero (the value doesn t actually matter here since we don t refer :o 1• in the 
calculations). Then to get the balance each year. use the formula: 

!00000 x (1=0) + Z x (I.I) - 11745.96 

CHANGE ORDER OF 
FACTORS 

This is quite simple; I! allows you to make one factor any other factor in memory. You cannot make 
tartar on into factor three II you only have two factors to begm with (an error message will result 
from trying). To do that, you will hrs! have to use the Insert function, discussed below, in order 
to increase the number of factors to two or three. 

You will be asked which factor is to be the new factor one, then two and three ii you have 
that many in memory (it's pointless to perform this function on a one factor hie ... ). It is possible to 
replicate a factor by havmg rt as factor one and two, for example. This might be useiul before 
performing algebraic operations, m order to retain the original data in another factor. 

DELETE A FACTOR 

Use this function with some caution: 
once decreased, you cannot increase 
the number of factors except by 
using the Insert function, discussed 
below. 

Agam, this is a fmrly simple lunchon. It will delete from memory any one of the up-to-three factors 
in memory. You will be asked which factor to delete. The remammg factors will be 'renumbered 
to fill any gap created. 

ffff ,,,,,, ,,,,,, ''''' ------------------------------ 
73 INSERT A FACTOR 

FROM ANOTHER 
FILE 

This is particularly useful when you need to either exchange the data in a factor in memory for 
thcr man 'her fa or to mcreosa the number of fact ,rs.!" the hle in memory You will be asked t 
give a hie name for the file on disk. 

The hi will be loaded when you give its name and you w111 be asked which factor in tho: hie 
you wish to insert. A buzzer will sound if you ask for a non-existent factor. You will then be asked 
to input the factor to be replaced in the hie in memory. II you have OP factor only you may make 
the new factor either one or two. You cannot make it factor three 1f you have only one to begm 
with, Sirmlcrly with two or three, you may make it one, two or three. This and the Update function 
(in GRAPHING and PIE CHARTS) are the only ways you can increase the number of krctors in 
B1GRAPH. You may then Save the file to disk if you wish. 

If you wish to increase a one factor hie in memory to a full three rectors, you will have to use 
the Insert function twice; once to add factor two and again to add factor three. A feature of 
B GRAPH is thct both hies need not be of the same length. Ii the hie bemg added has more doio 
points than the file m memory the excess will be dropped and if tt has less data, then the hie will 
be padded w1:h "f's. 

VISICALC D.I.F. 
CONVERSION 

One of B GRAPH's features is its obility to load and save tiles m :he V1s1Calc (R) D.I.F. iormat. This 
gives you the cbility to visually illustrate your Vis1Calc files with our graphs and to use the 
B GRAPH hies m your V1s1Ca.- -xrlcuicnons. 

When you use V1s1Calc. you are given the opportunity to save your data by row or column. 
You should save it by ',"hicr «et manner 1 ..1 ha·re it hsted on the screen, so if you have three 
columns of thirty elements, then save it by column and 11 you have the same data m rows, then 
save 1: by rows. BJGRAPH ·mil read m the la·a cs lcctors one, two and three m that order. 
8/GRAPH does not send or return labels to a 0.1.F. hie. 

To Load a V1s1Cak file, you simply enter the filename (hit RETURN alone for a disk directory). 
V1s1Calc Illes have the Dlf extension on them. Ii you neglect to add :he extension to the filename, 



74 :hen B GRAPH will add it for you. Once loaded, you may rncnipulcte the data m the same manner 
as any hie in memory and save it agam as either a B GRAPH hie (usmg the Save iunction in the 
program menu) or as a Vis1Calc file. as described below. 

T Save a hie in the V1s1Calc DIF format, simply hi: S ir, this module and provide a filename. 
B/GRAPH automa!!cally adds the DIF extension on the filename if you leave 11 off. You may then 
luc:d y .ir file r'o V1:,1Calc by row or by column as desired. Refer to the V1s1Calc manual for further 
mlorrnction. 

ASCII FILE 
CONVERSION 

This function allows you to Load an ASCII hie into memory, either produced by your own program 
or by using the Chi Square Set Up program. described later m the documentation. You may then 
save the hie as a B GRAPH data hie usmg Sov= in the tuncnon menu. You may also save a 
B/GRAPH file as an ASCII hie m the same manner as a DIF file. 

ASCII hl ?S supported by B GRAPH have a unuted err- ..ir:t vi da:a m them tho: can be read by 
this function. Their structure is as follows. They must have as their first element, the number of 
Icctors (maximum three), then the number of data pomts m each factor (one number only), followed 
by a sequential list of the elements for each tactor m order (one, two then :hree). 

ASCII files can have no labels or factor names. simply the raw data. You can add all of these 
items nee you have. Saved the hie by r"' irnmq to the Mam menu usmg Return and choosirq 
2, Graph. The Alter graph labels will allow you to add labels as necessary. 

BROWSE Browse simply allows you to examme the data you have in memory. not change it. You will notice 
that we hove rounded off the data to two decimal places since tho most common use for much 
of the funcnons m this program is Imcncicl. To print the data. press CTRL-P. 

RETURN TO THE 
MAIN MENU 

Once you have done with your hie. you may return to the mom menu by pressniq Return. If you 
have dote in memory you will be given a chance to save it or 10 continue to the menu. 

" " f " , , , --------------------------------- --������� �������� ������������������� 

75 STATISTICS 
INTRODUCTION TO 
THE STATISTICAL 
PACKAGE 

Stctistrcs and stcusticcl analysis are not sub ects easily explamed m a tew Imes, nor is • really the 
place of this tutorial to explore the depth and intncccies involved in the topic. However, far from 
the dull and mundane tas;c 11 may appear lo the umnmctod, stotisucs can be a fascma "9 h �hly 
informative study for anyone with even the mildest interest in cause, effect and relononships of 
data. We assume that the reeder has at lecst a modicum of such interest already, otherwise they 
wouldn t have purchased a program hke B GRAPH. 

When we use the word "stctisucs". we are referring to one of four meanings for the word: the 
subject or disciphne, secondly as methods used to collect or process or interpret qualitative data, 
thirdly as the collections of data gathered by those methods and finally specifically calculated 
figures such as an average or a coefficient. You will see examples of thts in the descriptions below, 
making rt much easier to appreciate the uses of the different functions in this pac:Cage. Once 
again, the reader is recommended to those books in the bibliography and outside for a deeper 
opprecicnon of the whole ra ge 01 r:na:hema!Jcal and stcnsncol analysis topics. 

There ore actually four programs associated with our stousncol analysis package: Stctisnccl 
analysis (number 6 on the m ... me u), Regression (number 7), Correlation analysis (number 8) and 
Chi-squcre set up (number 9). Moving averages and exponenticl smoothing, plus algebraic ma 
nipulation of factors, is performed m the F1IE" Mampulahon program, number 5 on the main menu 
(discussed previously). 

This part of the tutorial will follow each program function m the menu order. This may be 
somewha· coniusmg initiclly but should be clear once read :hrough. 



"Figures can't lie, but liars can figure". 
Thal old sew.is quite apt here. It is very easy to draw seeming relationships between unrelated 

data and assume that they are in some way correlated. For example, in the 1960's, there was 
pointed out an inverse relationship between the amount of milk consumed and the number of drug 
addicts around, the tongue-in-cheek message being that if you don't drink your milk, you become 
addicted to something or another. 

It is also quite easy lo make inaccurate predictions based on existinq data because the projec 
tion curve (regression) was not appropriate for the data presented, or there was not enough data 
available to make accurate predictions, or outside forces were not taken into consideration. For 
example, pundits often use regression curves lo predict the number of home microcomputers which 
will be sold on this continent during the next decade or by the next century. As a simple linear 
curve, we end up with some billion-odd computers sold by the very early 21st century. Nice outlook 
for investors and manufacturers, but so obviously unrealistic. No account is taken of a limited 
number of people to buy, no account of income restrictions, no account of market saturation. Un 
less, of course, !I is intended that we all have three or four of them. 

There is also danger in trying to interpret data for which the samples have been force-fitted or 
biased by some means or another. One Canadian university did a questionnaire on whether or 
not students were more sexually liberated than their parents, and their samples suggested a strong 
YES answer. However, doubt was cast on the validity of the study when it was learned that all of 
the sample people questioned were in the university's birth control chmc at the time! This adds 
a significant bias lo the result, needless to say. Results of this nature were the cause of Benjamin 
Disraeli's exclamation: "There are three sorts of lie: lies, damned lies, and statistics." 

Statistical analysis - an essential tool in science, industry and commerce - may be consid 
ered a manner of applying mathematical ngor to thmgs we do all of the time, but about items 
for which we have no feel. Now, when the car salesman says the vehicle in question has only 
2.000 kilometers on it and ii was only dnven by somebody's grandmother to church on Sundays, 
it's likely you won't believe him. You have applied a stonsnccl hypothesis test to the data and 

76 WHY WE USE 
STATISTICAL 
FUNCTIONS 
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77 found 1t highly unlikely to be true. You may not think exactly that there is a 5% chance that he may 
be correct and a 95% chance that it's all hogwash, but you have come to an analogous decision 
nonetheless. 

THE NULL 
HYPOTHESIS 

Statistical inference usually involves setting up a hypothesis (the "null" hypothesis) and testmg ii 
against an alternative hypothesis: the car actually was driven by a little old lady or A.J. Foy! is a 
grandmother. Hypothesis testing has a threshold value below which it is rejected. In our case 
above, we might accept the car if we fell the story had a 50% chance of being true. This probability 
of the truth where we make our cutoff is referred to as the level of sigrnlicance. A null hypothesis 
is usually that the population mean equals a certam value (500 heads for example) or that the 
standard deviation is equal to a certam amount. 

In another example, say we toss a coin 1000 limes. We expect 500 heads to result, assuming 
the com is unbiased (our null hypothesis). If we want to reject the hypothesis of a true coin with a 
5% level of significance, then we would reject the coin as unbiased 11 we get less than 470 or 
more than 530 heads. Only 2.5% of the hme would we gel results less than 470 if the coin were 
unbiased. 

A range on both sides of the expected value is a "two-tailed" test. We normally use a one- 
toiled test. For example if we bet tails, we would be pleased if we got too few heads, but would 
reject the hypothesis 11 we got 526 heads as unbiased towards heads. The probability of gelling 
531 or more heads is only 2.5% but 526 or more is 5% and 516 or more is l6�o. 

In the same manner, were you a manufacturer buying wire from another source, you might 
accept one defect every !000 meters of wire. In a random test, you Iind three defects m that 
distance. Smee you have no "feel" for wire quality variance, you would instead apply a test to 
determine the possibility of finding such a sample al random. If, when factors are entered, the 
result turns out to be, say, 40% or greater, you would believe that the sample fell within a stcusti 

cally acceptable region. You would probably go back lo another random sample (or even more) 
to apply this test enough times to get a reasonable database for your projections. 



78 ERROR TYPES 

Note: 
For those who are familiar with 
statistics. we apologize for our lack 
of mathematical ngour and 
exactitude. We have attempted to 
simplify a complex area for the 
uninihated and in doing so have 
left off some of the more 
mathematical niceties. 

STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS 
T-TEST 

As you can see, there are no sure th1r,.s. If we test ot a 5°0 siqruhccnce level, then we reject a 
hypothesis which rs true once in every 20 times. This is called a type one error. 

A type two error rs harder to measure. That is accepting the null hypothesis when 1t is actually 
!also: the coin may be weiqhted to foll toils-up more often but we don't know 11. We might accept 
it at 470. assuming the mean was 500 but what ti tho mean was actually 400? The probcbihty of a 
type two error cor; only b est na:ed 11 :ho devtouor '" rm en acceptable is known. The best way 
to minimize this kind of error is to increase the sample size. 

T::1s port of B GRAPH is p rhcp the most d1Ei< J· • explain 10 :he uninitlcted. While it's 
ger.erally true that if you don't know what the Iunction is, you don't need rt anyway, you may 
discover that once you understand the purpose, you may be able to apply 1t to your claw. We 
ccnnot present o complete tutonal on statistics here; we can only gloss over it and recommend that 
you read up on 1t on your own. A small bibliography is provided ot the end or the documentouon 
for that purpose. 

One of the most important techniques to Iormhcrtze yourselt with the stcnsnccl portion of 
B GRAPH is to expenment with 1t Try crootmo dc:c files with data you L'10W is rela:ed and then 
applying regression and stotisticcl analysis to 11 to soc the results. 

Th first part of the STATISTICAL ANALYSIS program (option 6 or. the Mam Menu) is the I-test. 
The t-test (or t-distnbunon test, also called the Student's t-test) is a test oi the probcbihty that two 
sar oles came from fr1e same populotio Puµ lotions are larger groups oi :hmgs, people, data. 
numbers or the like. Samples are secuons taker, from a population from which certmn observa 
tions are made and used to mfer genera .. lo r .cuon end trends cbou: tho populction We use the 
sample to ge• an estimate of the population mean (the mean is the hnocr average: the total of all 
oi the elements divided by the nurnbor of elemer.ts, 

The • distribution is a family oi curves sirmkn ·o the r crmcl distribunon curve (a bell curve) 
bu! flatter and moro dispersed. The 1 test oosed on trns drsmbution is used to analyse whether or 

____ ,_,_,_,_,_,_1_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_, __ ,_,_, ,_, __ ,_�� 
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79 not your two samples share enough in common to actually come from the same population; or if 11 
is reasonable to assume that the two samples have the same mean. The t-disrnbunon rs a bell 
shaped curve symmetrical about a mean of zero. It has a standard doviotion dependant upon the 
sample size. As the sample size increases, the t-disrnbution curve approaches tha: of o standard 
normal curve. The t-test assumes that each sample has a similar dispersion, or roughly put, range 
of data points. It is normally used for samples of less than 30 elements each. For larger sample 
sizes. ·:;e would use the normal distribution probcbility, below. The larger the sample, the closer 
the shape of the t distribution curve approaches that of the normal curve. W11h a t-test, the smaller 
the sample, the larger tho difference between elements m a fa ,r is demanded. A big difference 
is needed to establish a s1gnihcance 1! the samples are very small. 

FIGURE IS 

9)AD A DATA FILE 
11-THT 
.-n:n 
911 SQUARE THT 
ml()RftAL DISTRIIUTIOH PROIAIILITY 
IIOISSOH DISTRIIUTlOH PROIAl!L!TY 
.IHDftlAL D!STR!IUT!OH PROIABlLITY 
l(TAHOARD STATllT!CI 
l:IEUIEW DATA lH "E"ORY <IROWSE> 
lll<IT TO PROCRAft IELECT!Ott ftEHU 

FIGURE 16 

To exam ne r H ths works. use :he Load command m the lunchon menu lo load the hie PLANET, 
then press T. In answer to the questions on the screen, press 1 !or test samples m memory. In a 
momen: ,he cumputer w1 give you back an onalys1s of :he closeness of the hrs! two factors m your 
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data file. The factors do not have to have the same number of elements m each; the program is 
smart enough to recognize 'T's (Not Apphcables) and will treat reelers with d1flenng numbers of 
elements as havmg different degrees oi freedom. 

The screen shows the analysis for both factors. If you had only one factor in your file, you will 
not see these surnmcnes on the screen. With one tactor only, it will ask you tor the value of the 
mean you wish to lest. It will calculate the I-value and the percent above, mentioned further below. 
You can do a Hes! for _:.e factor as well as you can do a tes: ior two. 

The first stcnstic is "Degrees of Freedom". This is a somewhat confusmg number, representing the 
number of classes or values in a set which can be taken arbitrarily. We use it to reduce the 
cruhcichty of :he way we moxe the sample and the mean ht our esnmcte of the population. It is 
generally the number of elements in your sample less one for every stotrstic you calculate (in this 
case one, for the t-distnbuuonl usmg the sample values. Smee we have data points for ten planets 
(or nme and one csteroidl), we reduce 1t by one to get nine degrees of freedom. If our sample 
hod JOO points, we would have 99 degrees of freedom here. 

The next stcusnc is the "Variance". This is the square of the standard deviation, a measurement of 
the deviation of a sample about its mean, token as the mean of the square of the devichons. For 
example. If we had live items with the weights l l l. 114, 117, 118 and 120 grams. by adding them 
together and divldinq them by the number of elements (hve), we would omve at a mean 01 116. 
The items would deviate from 116 by - 5, -2. + I, + 2 and + 4 respectively. If we add up the 
devictions wed hnd that they g1co]ly add up to zero. So instead we squors the numbers. thus 
disposing of tho negahve signs: 25. 4. I. 4 and 16. Now 1f we take the mean of these new values, 
wi get ;r, • Vona re· 1 this cos 50 divided by 5, or JO. To return to the some uruts as the onqmo. 
measurements or observolions, we toke the square root of the Variance; 3.16 m this case. If your 
numbers are very large and ive a ;;:irge dispersion between values tho Variance rmqh: become 

• CJ CJ (> (> C; CJ (> (> (> � c.. � � c.. c.. (6 c.. ., 

too large for the computer to handle properly. In this case. you will get" · (Not Applicable) ior 
your answer. 

The mean. our next number, hos already been explained as the total of all values ma factor, 
divided by the number of elements. This is what most of us think of as an "average". 

Your t value is the number representing the chance that the two samples were trom the same 
population. It has a range of any positive value but will most normally be between one and ten. 
The skmificonce of trus number depends on th, number 01 degrees ot freedom involved. The more 
the degrees. the lower the t value need be to estabhsh a s1gmhcant relahonship between the two 
samples. As a general rule, :he hiqher the vclue t � less ''1e chance the two samples were from 
the some populction. 

The "percent above this value" on the bottom lme is the percentage chance that a given value will 
he above the curve for U1e I-value; 1e h ·N of '1 will ou find a sample of the same siz with a 
difference m means greater than the difference you hove m these two samples. This is a single 
tmled tesl: we are only testmg one end 1! the <urve . c :he percentage ts never larger then 50°0. lf 
it is very large, then there is a very good chance that the means come from the same population: 
the chance is smaller the smaller the percent. It's an mverse relctionship with the I-value. 

lf you have no data hie you wish to :est, you can choose the second category on the first screen: 
Test special values. Tne program will go strmght to this category 1f 1t finds nothing already loaded 
mto memory. For this you must enter the number of degrees of freedom and a number for the 
Student's t value itself. In return you will be given the percentage of elements you would find above 
the computed values, as in the above example with a loaded data file. 



82 F-TEST The F-t -s: or !' dismbuuon test (after Bntish stcnsucicn R.A. Fisher), like the t-test. tests 1! two 
samples came from the same population. However, it asks the question "are there significant dil 
Ierences anywhere-among :hese samples?", and uses a process called the "analysis of vcricnce", 
It needs two samples to work on, although u is most commonly used m a larger irornswork with 
three or more samples to work on (B/GRAPH can only work on the first two factors in a data file). It 
is a skewed distnbuuon. starting ct zerc +volvmq a comparison of two vanables. It is determined 
by its degrees of freedom and is usually formed by dividmq two independent estimates oi vananco 
m order to test the equality of the variances. 

Smee you divide one sampl vana ce by the other, you have two degrees of freedom: one ior 
the numerator (the number bemg divided) and one for the denommator (the divisor). This leads 
to a great many possible curves. The distribution is not symmetric, so one cannot determine the left 
portion 01 the curve from the usual tables. To alleviate thts. the larger vanance is placed on the 
top when dividinq. 

You can still use the data in memory loaded for the t test by pressing I or you can return to 
:he menu and load m a data hie. The F-test will provide you wuh :he degrees of freedorr :he 
variance, and the mean as before in the t test; the same values 1f you use the same file or data. It 
will however, now give you a value for the F-test and a percent chance the data will he obove 
this value. Like the t-test. the rectors you test do not have to have the same number of elements; 1f 
they have "T't: m them, they will be treated as havmg different numbers of degrees of freedom. 
A method of usmg :he Regression Program as a replacemem for the F test when you have more 
than two factors rs described later. 

TESTING SPECIAL 
VALUES 

Should you have no data loaded or wish to do a test 01 special values. enter 2. You must now 
supply the degrees of freedom m the numerator and agam m the denominator. You will have to 
supply an ?-value and the result will be ·he perce-i; char ce that a sample element wrll be above, 
or worse than this val io. 
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83 CHI-SQUARE TEST Another distribution test, the Chi (pronounced kye as m sky) square dismbution lS related to the 

"t" distribution (actually it's the square of the t distribution), described above, using two factors for 
analysis: the actual dote and :he expected data. It rs used to test the goodr �ss oi I ! 01 two S( ls 
of data; ie how a result fits to an expected value. The volue is the sum of the square of the actual 
mmus the expected values, divided by the expected. In any Chi square, the mean is equal to 
the number of d ,grees f freedom m :he sample. 

The Chi square test is one of the most widely used tests in social stctistics. The size of the Chi 
square value depends, loosely, on the sizes of !he differences between the two factors (actual and 
expected) and on how many differences are involved. 

To use this part oi the program, you may load a data hie with one or two factors (a third factor 
will be ignored). Ii you have only one factor, ·he program will csk you for the degrees of freedom 
for 1t th "1 a Chi square value from which to test your data. You w be given the percent as above, 
for the data on hand and the degrees and value entered. The same questions will be asked of 
you for •rie sec nd choice, test special values. 

Il you have two factors, then the program treats the first as the observed or actual results and 
the second factor as the expected. It will only ask for one degree of freedom and it will return the 
Chi square value as computed and the percent descnbed above. Unlike the I-test and the F test 
both factors must have the same number 01 elements without "r's. 

Due to limitations of both the Apple and B/GRAPH, this program can only handle two factors; 
a rwo-column motnx. 

Frequently a Chi square test rs done on a matrix of considerably larger size, used as a test of 
the principles of classification. In order to overcome this, we have provided a separate program 
called CHI SQUARE SET UP which will allow you lo wnte out a large matnx which is then turned 
into two strmgs for use m the Chi square function here. More on that program later. 



84 NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
PROBABILITY 

Normal distnbuuon is jus: that; 11's the curve of distribution :ound m nature. It is also the basis ol 
sampling theory, which concerns itself with estabhshmg relcnonships between populction 
distributions and those of the sample stctistics. 

If you pies a sample trorn a normally distnbuted populction, 11 may not itself be normally 
distributed. However, an mterestmg theorem called the "central limit theorem" states that if we 
·a;ce repeated samples ol •he same size trom a population, tho means ol :r.e samples would 
themselves tend to be normally distributed even 11 the underlying populcnon is not normal. Its the 
result of this theorem that allows relctively small samples such as the Gallup Poll to be accurate 
ior a large populonon. 

Normal distribution is the Icrmlior bell curve used in mapping large populations and frequently 
scoring exammahons in schools. The curve is such that 34°0 of all elements fit between the mean 
and one standard devtcnon to each Side: therefore 68°0 oi rho to:al are said to be withm one 
standard deviction. for example, if in a populcnon. the mean of weights was 80kg and the stand· 
ard dovicnon was JO kg. 68°0 of the population data would fall between 70 and 90kg. Furthermore, 
95°0 he within 1.96 standard devictions of the mean and 99.75 of all observanons he vnthm three 
standard deviations. The sample mean and standard deviotion are estimates of the population 
mean and standard devicaon, 

The normal distnbution curve never reaches zero at its ends, so between the mean and mf inity 
is 50%. What this program measures js the percentage of the data which will fall between the 
mean you give 1: and the test value you enter. You must give 11 a standard deviation when asked 
before entering a test value (ior this test you don't have to load a data hie; it works only on one 
test value at a time). For example, if we have a mean of 150 and a standard deviation of 15, what 
ts the percent of ::ce populcnon which v:11! !!e between the mean and 180? The results will be 
47. 724. By simple anthmehc, this means that only 2.276°0 of the populction will he above this test 
volue. You can manually convert your data to the standard normal curve by subtracting the mean 
irom the test value and dividinq by the standard devrction. In this case the result rs two and :!le 
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value on the table is 2.28°0. However, B GRAPH was designed to do all of this for you without tho 
manual orithmehc. 

Generally you use the normal distnbution when you know the standard deviation and the test 
sample exceeds 30 and you hove reason to beheve that the sample standard deviation ts a good 
estimate of the population standard deviation. 

Say you were buymg guitar cases and had a contract which stated that you would accept 
12 defects every thousand as reasonable. In your random test, you Iind 15 defects 1:: 1000. Rather 
than run screaming to the manufacturer, you do a simple Poisson test to find the probcbihty or 
discoverinq 15 defects when only 12 were expected. 

When you choos, P you don't ::eed to load a data h!e, merely answer tho questions as to the 
expected frequency of events or values (12 m our example). Then cnswer witn a test value (15 
here). The result will be the percentage chance of finding exactly that many occurrences. Our 
answer is 7.239°0. Usually ·::e don t start screaming uni 1 we get a vc.ue of 5°0 or less. To see whet 
our chances of getting say between 15 and 18, we would enter 15 as the lowest number and 18 
as the highest. In some respects, this is similar to 'he bmomtcl drstribution, discussed below. 

You use the Poisson test when you have very low expected frequencies rcther than large ones. 
Remember, it works on an EXACT occurrence, not a value larger or smaller than your test fre 
quency. 

Have you ever ployed a game of chance such as dice where you wondered what were your 
chances of getting a certain result? What you wonted to know was !he bmorruol d.smbution 
probability. 

Le:'s look at a simple example: tossing a com. By ngh!s, you hmre a SOJSC chance of getar.g 
e11her side, smce :here are only two sides to a com. This could be stated as a .5 probab1hty of 



86 success (in a range from zero to one). If you tossed 11 ten limes (your number of tnals). you might 
like to know what the probability of getting exactly live heads (successes they would be called) 
were. Using this luncuon, we enter these values at the prompts and gel a prcbobihty of success 
of 24.609% for exactly live successes. 

But who' does tnot tell .is? What about hve successes or less? lf we are gambling. we may be 
interested ma spread of numbers. Well, ti you do a bit ot finger work. you will get the values 
below for a .5 probability of success and ten trials: 

Successes: 
O or 10 - 
1 or 9 
2 or 8 
3 or 7 
4 or 6 
5---- 

.098 

.977 
4.395 

11 .719 
20.508 
24.609 

YuJ. might noace tho; tr.er,;1 is a curve of data here, with live at the peak and all other value 
slopmg away towards zero on each side. 1 1e total should add up to lO�o (It adds to 100.003 due to 
the rounding to three decimal places). Without B/GRAPH. if you· wanted to know the probcbihty 
of gettmg live or less. then you would add logefrier the probability values for the numbers less tha!i 
your anticipated success rate, m this case five plus four plus three plus two plus one plus zero 
(.977 + 4.395 + 11.719 + 20.508 + 24.609 + .098) and you would get 62.306, or 62% chance of 
get mg hv1;. ot fewer Wl!'!S. 

B/GRAPH makes this somewhat easier; you supply the range 01 successes; the lowest first and 
:he highest second. If you wa::t the range for the ies: above you v iuld enter zero and then five. 
If you wan: simply the chcnces ior one rector enter 1· as both numb •rs 1e hve and five). 

When you have more than an expected of 35. you can use tne Normal distnbunon rather than 
either Poisson or Bmcrmcl distnbution How ·er , u need to cclcukre '.b.e rnecn and stcndcrd 
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devictions, For Normal dismbuuon (a test of more than 35 expected successes), :he moor! Will equal 
the number of triols limes the probcbihty of success, in our example .5 x JO = 5. The standard 
deviation is the square root of the mean limes one mmus the probability of success. in this case 
SOR (5 x (1- .5)). For PoJSSOn distnbunon (where the probcbihry of success is very small for 
example one in one rrulhon), you calculate the mean m the same manner (probobihty times the 
number of tnals) and the standard deviation is merely the square root of the mean. 

This portion of the program performs a number of common statistical functions and provides some 
of the most commonly used stcnsncs, derived from your data hies. It works only on data m mem 
ory from a loaded file, not special values you input. Standard stctistics works on the Iirst two factors 
m your data hie. If there are two or more fcctors. rt assumes they ore grouped data· that is related 
m such a way that 11 you were, say, testmg samples of smokers and the first elemen!s in each 
factor were 17 and two, it would group them to mean that 17 smokers had two cigarettes rather 
than assuming you had samples o: 17 end two smoxsrs. If there is only one factor, then 11 is sail 
treated as group data, but with a group size oi one. 

Ten stctistics will be produced by this program, some of which will be familiar to you by now. The 
first two are the mean and the median. The mean is the linear average: the sum of all of the 
elements divided by the number of elements added. This 1s the popular "average we onen use. 
The median is also an "average" of a different sort. It is the number at which 50�o of the observe· 
hons lie above (and therefore below). For example, if we have the following test data ma file: 

25. 22, 3, 4, 2. 3, l, 5, 6, 3 

We would see :hat the mean was 7.4, but the median was only 3.5: hair 01 the obsorvctions he 
below 3.5. 11 these were salanes in a company, m $10,000 units and they boasted an average 
salary of $74,000, you would ask for the median to see that the real half-way pomt was $35K. 
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The next stctistics are variance and standard deviation. Variance is the square of the standard 
deviation. The standard deviation was explained earher; it is simply a measure of the variability of 
the data. For the sample above, the mean is 7.4. The observed data deviates from this value by: 

17.6, 14.6, -4.4, -3.4, -5.4, -4.4, -6.4, -2.4, -1.4 and -4.4 

The variance is the sum of these deviations squared, divided by the number of deviahons added: 

309.76 + 213.16 + 19.36 + ll.56 + 29.16 + 19.36 + 40.96 + 5.76 + 1.96 + 19.36 = 670.4/10 
= 67.04 
This number is the variance for that particular sample. Its square root, the standard deviation is 
8.188. What we see on the screen for variance, however, is 74.489. This is the variance multiplied 
by the number of elements divided by the number of elements minus one ( x n/n - l) and the 
standard deviation is actually the square root of this value: 8.631. Why have we done this? Because 
we assume that the factors represent samples of a larger population as opposed to the entire 
populahon itself. So what we have done is improve the estimate of the populahon variance by 
"unbicsino" the variance with the multiplication above. The reason for this is best explained in a 
standard statistics textbook, but it is legitimate. 

The effect of our "unbiosinq" becomes less pronounced the larger the sample size. Multiplying 
a number by 100/99 gives a value closer to the original than mulhplying it by 4/3 would. 

SKEWNESS AND 
KURTOSIS 

The next two statistics - skewness and kurtosis - relate to the nature of the curve itself. Skewness 
is a measure of how far the curve is skewed to the left or to the nght. A positive number indicates 
a skew to the right, a negative number a skew lo the left. The range is infinite but the larger the 
absolute of the number, the larger the skew. Kurtosis is a measure of the peakedness of the curve. 
A normal curve would have a kurtosis of 3. Less than thct indicates a flatter curve, greater a 
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89 steeper curve. Our example has values of - .114 and 1.846, indicating a slight skew to the left and 

a flattened curve. 

QUARTILES AND 
RANGES VALUES 

Quartiles one and three are the pomts at which 25% and 75% of the observed data lie below, 
respectively. The median is actually the second quartile. In our example, the first and third quar 
tiles would be 3.00 and 6.00. 

The largest and smallest values are simply the two numbers in our data which represent the 
range of values; largest and smallest. 

REVIEWING DATA You may find it useful during your stahstical functions, to check what you actually have m memory. 
For this, use the Review command from the function menu. If you only loaded one factor from a 
data file, you will still see two factors in memory; the first factor will simply show "one" for every 
element. This is because we use group data and in a one factor file, every group is given a size 
of one by 8/GRAPH. 

AN EXAMPLE Suppose we have ten cars, examined on the assembly line for defects. The results are: 

Car# Defects Car# Defects 
1 2 6 8 
2 7 2 
3 4 8 1 
4 3 9 3 
5 4 10 2 

Total 30 

The mean or average rs three defects per car, written as "X". The median is 2.5, determined by 



90 sorting the numbers m increasing order and determining the number for which 50% of the obser 
vcnons he above and below. This is between the 5th and 6th car when sorted (hell of JO). Now 
look at this table: 

Car 0 X-0 (X-O)Z (X- 0)3 (X- 0)4 

1 2 -1 1 -1 1 
2 1 -2 4 -8 16 
3 4 1 1 1 
4 3 0 0 0 0 
5 4 1 1 1 1 
6 8 5 25 125 625 
7 2 1 1 -1 1 
8 3 0 0 0 0 
9 3 0 0 0 0 

10 2 1 1 -1 1 
Totals: 30 0 38 108 662 

The first and second columns are the same as before. The third is the difference between the mean 
and observed value. ThG ·0:lowmg columns are the third squared cubed and to the fourth power 
respechvely. The third column totals zero, smce by definition. the sum ot the differences about 
:!1e rnecn must be zero. 

The fourth column is used to calculate the vanance: we divide tne sum by 10 for a value of 
3.8 get11:1g a standard deviction of 1.95. 

Skewness is calculated from column live. usmq the rormula: 

(108 10) (3.8) 10.8 7.40756 - 1.458 

lf the function was syrnmetnc. this value would be zero. The vclue here mdicotes scewness to the 
ngh1• 
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Kurtosis is calculated from the sixth column by: 

(66?110)!(3.8)2 = 66.2/14.44 = 4.584 

The normal curve has a value of three for this measure, so this value indicotes a more peaked 
curve. 
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EXIT To return to the ma 11 mt. u, typo E. !1 you hcv dote m memory, you will be given another chance 
to save it before returning, otherwise 11 will be destroyed. 
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llcRESCALE • 

Regression is the process of fitting a mathematical curve to a set of data points. In B/GRAPH, this 
works on the first two factors in a file; placing the first factor along the X axis, the second the Y. 
Regression will ignore "/" 's, If you have only one factor, then it becomes the Y and the X is a 
simple numerical increment up to the number of data points (ie 1.2,3, etc). You might use� one 
factor data file to project data for, say, monthly sales where the time series is just such an incre 
ment (time being an implicit vanable with sales an explicit variable). 

The data should have some relevant relationship to each other in order to make a meaningful 
curve. A factor with points randomly fluctuating between zero and 1000 does not relate well to a 
geometric progression from 900 to 2600. It can be graphed, but little informouon will be gleaned 
from that graph. Errors between the actual data and the fitted regression curve should be normally 
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93 distributed and independent of each other and of the explanatory variables in the regression 

itself. Errors should also be independent through time. 
The regression curve used by B/GRAPH is what is known as the "least squares ht". This means 
that the form of the curve is decided in advance (you input the degree of equation and the form of 
each degree; by which we mean how many non-constant terms and what form they take) and 
parameters are chosen so that the sum of the squares of the difference between the observed points 
and the fitted curve are at a minimum. When graphed, usually you will see that the observed 
points deviate from the fitted curve. This is due to such items as omission of variables in the f unction 
(such as unknowns, un-quantihables, random or effects too small for reliable estimate), random 
behaviour (especially true where people are concerned), pickmg the wrong curve, poor aggrega 
tion of data during collection and errors in measurement. 

In the next section you will have the opportunity of seeing how this is done by doing a regres 
sion on one of the sample files on your 8/GRAPH disk. Before being able to do so though you 
need to be aware of certain operational concerns. 

When doing a regression on a data file, 8/GRAPH needs to read the data file, program files 
from the master B/GRAPH disk and also has to wnte some temporary work files to disk. For this 
latter reason you can not do a regression or a data file that resides on your B/GRAPH program disk 
as it is write-protected. 

Before proceeding to the next chapter in this manual. please take a moment to copy the file 
PLANET and any other files that you wish to use in regression testing to a scratch disk. If you only 
have one drive you will be prompted by the program to swap back and forth between the 
B/GRAPH program disk and your scratch disk with the file being worked on. 

DOING A 
REGRESSION 

To explain how all of this works, use the Do command and call up the file PLANET. We will do a 
regression on the distance from the sun and orbital velocities of planets in the solar system. Planets 
are numbered sequentially from Mercury to Pluto, with Ceres being number five. You wHI be 
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asked for the degree of equation when the hie is loaded. This is an expression of the complexity oi 
the equctu n wh 1:l is in the form: 

Y = A + Bx l(x) + · C x g(x) + D x h(x) + E x r(x) etc. 
where I. g, h. r are iuncnons of x. 

Each degree ts the part of the formula alter the constant "A". "A" is decided by the program and 
rs given to you in the mlormction screen which follows the cclcukrtions, The number 01 degrees 
should be keot low in relahon to the number of pomts m order not to compromise the predictive 
abilities of BIGRAPH. For this particular lile. we happen to know the relctionshtp ol'the data: orbital 
velocity decreases inversely as the square root of the distance. So answer the degree with 2. 

Next you will be asked for the form of the first degree. Here you can enter any vahd equahon 
which uses the vanable X; ie SlN(X), X• 2 or Xx X, LOG(X)·SQR(X)/2. A simple lineor regression 
would use merely "X ma one degree eq.icnon. A more complex regression might use X, then X . 
then Xn3 for the first, second and third degrees. The exact formula and form ol the decrees will 
depend on the data. You must understand something abou: the data m order to curve 11 properly. 
For this example, input 1/SQR(X) for the first form and simply X for the second. If you enter the 
same form twice, the computer will be unable to solve the regression and alter attemptmg to do 
so, wi'I return to the menu. This happens because an infinite vanety of solutions is possible. 

Sometimes you will not be able to hnd the nght curve to iit the data. You may be '.rymg the 
wrong equahon for the data m your file. The data may be related to one another but tne formula 
for that relotion may not be obvious. It is worth noting here that 11 your squction involves ra!smg 
a number to a power. ie: XJ, the colculotion will be substantially laster if you use the form 
XxXxX. 

The Regression module allows the use of two built in vanobles; these are Pl and I. To us� Pl in a 
formula that you are •itenng, simply type the letters 'Pl' when required. The value of Pl is calcu 
lated to eight decimal places of accuracy. 

� �� ' ,, ''''''' -------------------------------�4 ��������������������v�w��������, 
I is a vanable which runs from one, up to the number of elements J!! your data file. Tuts 

vanable may be useful m situations where tho hrs! Factor is NOT a lime senes, but the nature of 
the Regress10D changes over lime. Essentially this provides you with the ability to perform a three 
element Multiple Regression with l, the period counter, as the cddinoncl factor. For example, if 
yoc. are performing a Regression on a two Factor data file, where the two Factors are SALES 
and POPULATION, by usmg Im your formula, you would essenllally be addmg a third Factor, 
thot ol o penod counter. to the Regress1 • crc'ysis. Such a formula might be of the form 
SALES=20,000+ (3 x POPULATION m thousands)+ 10,000 x I). 

Because t!-:e Regression module JS r ,, m olity designed ior domg Multiple Regressior.s, you 
will f ind that the Plotting and Value Interpolation sections v,111 not work properly 1f the vanable 
I is used. (These features are discussed shortly.) However, the third Factor (Colculcted Values) will 
be accurate. A true Multiple Regression module is scheduled ior iuture release. Please contact 
Ircto Press for details. 

THE DATA SCREEN 

CONSTANT AND 
COEFFICIENTS 

Tne screen blcnks ior cclculohons. this speeds 11 up considerably. When done you are presented 
with a screen of pertinent data for the regression. This information will tell you first about the 
equcnon and then about the nature 01 the regression curve and the suncblhty of 11 for the data 
presented. If you have whet appears to be the wrong curve or there is evidence that something 
may be amiss, you can return to the equcuo Jsmg CTRL-C 10 go to Function Evcluouon tinter 
polation). then to the mom menu and finally C for Change to change the equation. Or you can go 
on to see the graph w tn CTRL-S descnbod t.ir her ':I,ong m the tutonal. 

The first piece of information on the screen is the Constant. This is the number determined by the 
equcnons to be the "A" m the iormula above. Next are the Coefficients oi the degrees you entered, 
as they were computed according to the formula. You can have up to eleven degrees in your 
equation, but if you do not have suif 1cien: data for such a complex equation, the program will 



96 inform you and ask you to input a lower degree. The more data you have, the more accurate your 
regression. You can use the Constant and the Coefficients to plot a curve later on. This is dis 
cussed below under PLOTI1NG. 

STANDARD 
DEVIATION OF 
COEFFICIENTS 

The numbers in brackets, after the coefficient, are the standard deviations of the coefficients. They 
indicc:e the siqnificcnce ol the estimate of the coefficient. Assurrung that you have at least 8 
more data pomts than you do degrees m the regression, the true value of the coefficient will he 
within 2 standard deviations of the value calculated; 95% of the lime. 

For example, ii you had a coefficient of JO, calculated from the data, and the standard devic 
non was I. then you are 95 percent confident that the true value of the coelhcrent is between 8 
and 12. If the standard deviction is. say 6, then you would have to use - 2 to 22 as your confidence 
hmit. In that case you could not rule out the possibihty that the coelhcient was actually zero and 
that the vanable in question had no actual relahon to the dependent variable at all. 

Thus the usual test of coefficients IS to exclude any coeff icient where the standard deviation is 
more than half the absolute value of the coefficient. Of course as m all things, this rule is not 
hard and fast. A researcher may have other reasons for keeping a vanable even il the standard 
deviation is large. Similarly, there may be good reason to discard a variable even when the 
standard deviouon is low. However 11 you are qualified to mcxe such Judgements you don't need 
us explaining (hopefully m simplistic terms) what a standard deviation is. 

COEFFICIENT OF 
DETERMINATION 

The Coefficient of Determination, known also as R-Squared (R2), indicates the proportion of the 
total vanahon of the dependent vanable (Y) which can be explained by the changes in the inde 
pendent vanable (X). Only in the case of a hnear regression is this coefficient the square of the 
correlation coe!iicient. 

Tots value IS a measure of the closeness of ht. rounded to three decimal places. of the curve to 
the data. In this example, 11 is 1,000. since we already knew the proper equation and had a ,,,, --------------------------••••••••�A 
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97 perfect set of observed data for our points. The range for this coefficient ts zero to one: one bemg 
perfect, zero being ternble. 

F-VALUE The F-Value rs a stctistic which mdicotes the overall siqmficcnce of the regression and the ht of the 
data to the curve. Taken m combmahon with the degrees of freedom m the numerator ID.F.N.) 
and denominator (D.F.D.), 111s an mdicctor of the vclidity of the relctionship between X (the vana 
ble you used m the equation) and Y (the dependent vanable). The total of DFN and DFD are one 
less than the totcl number of elements m a lcctor (in our case mne where we have ten planets). 
The higher the F-value, the better; 8/GRAPH only pnnts a maximum F-value of 999, 11 the value is 
greater than that, only 999 is printed smce a larger number isn't any more meaningful. You 
would compare this value against a table or use 1t in the statistics package of B/GRAPH. 

You will be able to use the F-vclue m the F test portion of the Stotistics package (6 on the 
mom menu) when you either wish lo test special values or you wish to test a three factor data f 1le 
when the F test only uses the first two factors. Here is a simple example of sales calls made by 
three salespersons during a week. Able and Baker made four calls each. Carter made live for a 
t tal of 13 solos calls The means for their sales are 300 500 and 500 respectively. The results are: 

Size of Sales Made: 
Sales call: Able Baker Carter 

1 300 600 700 
2 400 300 300 
3 300 300 400 
4 500 400 600 
5 0 0 500 

The question is whether the average sales ot .nese :hre1;; are- really different or merely due to 
chance. As mentioned m the Stotistics section, B/GRAPH can not do this problem directly. 
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STANDARD ERROR 
OF ESTIMATE 

DURBIN-WATSON 

By assigning each salesperson a number - Able I. Baker 2, Carter 3 - we can enter the 
data m •wo fa,..tors in=eod: 

Sales: 
300 
400 
300 
500 

0 1 
600 2 
300 2 
300 2 
400 2 

0 2 
700 3 
300 3 
400 3 
600 3 
500 3 

Now you can perform a hnear regression on the data with one equation, torm oi degree = X. The 
dala screen wil] pr duco ie F statistic as well as the number of degrees of freedom. Not only 
will the regression program tell you ii there is a relctionship. but u will also give you an estimate 
of the form of the relationship, provinq a more powerful test than the F-test alone. This is referred to 

agam in the F-,es• poruon ot the Stcnstics package. 

Tne Standard Error of Estimate :s a number which mdicctes the relallve devictions of the data 

points about the regression curve The error comes m as the difference between your data and 

��l���ll ,,,,,, ' t ' 
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what you have calculated. It can be any positive value, with zero bemg perfect. In our PLANET 
example, 'he vclu: is eX'' emely low: .028. 

The Durbm-Wcrson Stonsnc measures a tocorr lotion; it tests the autocorrelallon of errors looking 
for a pattern, 1e: is the error for pomt "t" related to the error for pomt "t-I"? If there is mdicction 
of autocorrelaaon, 1t often indicates that ·ther factors are affecting the data that we are not takmg 
into account. 

Salesperson: 
1 

FIGURE 19 FIGURE 20 

The values for the Durbin Watson Statistic range between zero and lour with four a perfect negative 
and zero a perfec' posiuv corr lotion, "veo is perfect. I! COi""' )t detect non-linear or lagged corre 
lotion. To properly interpret this value, you need a set of stcusnccl tables. If there is evidence of 
autocorrelation, the equation should be used with caution for projection purposes or a different form 
tned. This might be m the form of a different senes of equcnons or perhaps altenng the order of 
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PRINTING THE 
DATA 

DRAWING THE 
GRAPH 

the factors using the file manipulation program. With small samples sizes, the Durbin-Walson sta 
tishc is of very limited value. 

Autocorrelation is a form of correlation. In the Durbm-Watson test. you are correlating the 
data for the errors to themselves. You examine the error (difference between actual point and 
predicted point on the regression curve) at pomt "t" and compare it with another actual pomt at t-1 
for their relationship. 

The information on this screen may be pnnted by pressing CTRL-P. Once you have done this, 
choose CTRL-S to see the actual graph. 

Before drawing, you are given a chance to choose the speed at which the graph will be drawn: 
Very Slow, Slow, Medium, Fast and Extremely Fast. The speed affects the accuracy of the graph 
itself; at Very Slow, each point (pixel) on the screen is calculated for the curve. At Slow, only 
every fifth point is plotted and a line drawn between them. It continues to the pomt where, using 
Extremely Fast, only four points are actually calculated. The use of this is seen on a simple linear 
curve where the graph plots the same at both ends of the selection. In this case, choose V. Later, 
you can go back to the menu and try different speeds by selecting the Change Regression option 
or by using Rescale and entering AUTO for a value choice. 

The graph drawn shows the regression curve and the actual data points, plotted as small 
white squares or if you have more than fifty data points, small white dots. X and Y axis values are 
automatically calculated from the data but may be changed using Rescale as discussed below. 

In this case the graph shows the distance from the sun in astronomical units (A. U.) on 
the X axis compared to a planet's orbital speed, on the Y axis. You may print this graph using 
CTRL-P or examine the data in your graph by using CTRL-S. If you choose the latter, you will see 
a third column titled "COMPUTED" (remember that regression uses only the first two factors and 
that any third factor is destroyed in memory). This is the computed value for Y using the regression 
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CHANGING THE 
REGRESSION 

equation according to the formula you entered earlier. There will be a number of points shown 
corresponding to the data from the file you have loaded. The difference between the Y value and 
the computed value will give you an idea of the suitability of the regression. This screen may 
also be printed with CTRL-P. 

If you press CTRL-F to call up the menu page, you may return lo the graph from the menu 
page with Redisplay. A special "zoom" capability is built into regression with the R for Rescale, 
available when the graph is displayed. You will be asked lo give the maximums and minimums for 
both Y and X axes. This will allow you lo focus in greater detail or greater scope on the graph, 
even enlarging it outside the boundaries of the given data lo interpolate the curve. Rescale also 
allows you to change the speed of the graph drawing by typing AUTO when asked for a maximum 
value for X. 

To see what we mean about the suitability of data and the equation graphically, return to the 
main menu and use Change to try another equation. This lime enter a three degree equation and 
when prompted enter X, X02, and fmally X03. Use a Very Slow draw again, for best accuracy. 
You will see that the curve emphatically does not fit the data, or vice versa. 

To see another example, return to the menu and Load in the file ARM. This is a comparison of 
the arms expenditures, in $ billions, of the developing nations and the developed notions between 
1960 and 1979. A third factor, Iola! global foreign aid, will be eliminated in the computation pro 
cess. Answer the first question with two degrees, and use forms X and LOG(X) when prompted, 
finally using Very Slow for the draw. You will see a fairly lmear growth curve with quite a number 
of data points on it, some on, some outside the curve. Use Rescale to zoom into a portion where 
the pomts are the most dense to examine their actual relcuon to the regression curve. Try a Y axis 
of 30 and 10 and an X axis of 165 and 85. Unless you type AUTO, the graph will be drawn at the 
original speed chosen. 



102 FUNCTION 
EVALUATION 

Return to the function menu by pressing CTRL-F With ARM still intact in memory, choose the F option 
from the [unction menu. This simply ollo=s 11.,u lo mterpolate for the Y value from a given X. This 
allows you to examine specific points on the curve and to examine values that may he outside 11. 

for example onter 110. The Y value returned should be 352.889. This means that given the 
regression we did above for this data, the arms expenditures 01 the developed nanons will be a: 
some $352 bilhon vhen the developing notions have reached $110 billion. At X = 500. the Y will 
be 1150.724. At 5000, the Y will be 9952.821 and you can see that the haltway point has been 
crossed. Hopefully we will not need to seo such incredible arms expenditures in our lifetimes! 

You might try something different here; return to the tuncuon menu then to the main program 
menu and call up •he FILE MANIPULATION PROGRAM. Load the hie ARM again and go to 
Change the order of factors; replace factor one with rector 2 and vice versa. Save 1: under a duier 
en! name and return to the Regression program. Call up your new file and, using the same 
equation, perform a regression. Now. when you want to examme the Function Evaluation you will 
be workmg the other way around: you will be giving the $ bilhons spent by the developed notions 
and seemg the irncrpolcnon of what the rest of the world will be spendmg You should fmd the 
figures hero quite close to those shown m the earlier mterpolahon example. 

PLOTTING A 
FUNCTION 

Ploninq all "S rou to plot two-dirnensioncl functions and curves without an associated dote hie. 
Press P for Plot and then input any vahd BASIC mcthemcticcl function tor Y (sec your Applesoft 
Manual I'" more mformahon about BASIC MATHEMATIC FORMULAE). The formula can be as 
simple as one function (Y = X or Y = SIN(X) tor example. You don t input the Y: simply the other 
side ol the equals sign) er as complex as you can fit mto one logical hne, as long as it is vahd 
Applesoft syntax. The only vanable you can work with rs X; any other will not give an accurate 
plot· instead an error message will be given and you will be returned to the formula mput screen. 
It is not possible to use a formula like X + IN. The exceptions to this are PI and I. discussed earlier. 

For a simple graph try SIN(X). You will be csked for the maximum and rmrnrnum Y and X 
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103 values. Enter 10, -10, I. - I respectively. Choose a Very Slow draw routine at the next screen. 

To ex . -enm nt, use the Rescale function to mcrease or decrease :he X axis. 
For a more complex graph, try: 

.118 + 29.671 SQR(X)-.004·X 

Use a moximum/rnimmum oi 50 and zero lor both X and Y and a Very Slo .. dra u If this curve 
looks Icrnillcr, It is basically the samo as that drawn tor the PLANET file. The formula simply uses 
the standard regression formula: 

Y = A + Bx f(x) + Cxg(x) etc. (see the note on this equctton, above), 
taiang for A the c stc. from the data screen for tne PLANET regression plus the degree one and 
two coefficients and multiplying them by the forms of the degrees entered ecrlier (I SQR(X) end 
X). Pr ss CTRL-S J id ex amme the dote: yo I will see that 11 fits quite well with the observed dc:o 
in the PLANET hie. Note that your equation is now the title across the top of the screen. 

The Plot function is idenuccl in every other way to the Regression 1unc·10!1· 11 may be printed 
or saved, colors changed and rescaled. The Plot function is also quite useful for expenmentmg 
with curve types and venous Iuncuons before entering them into a reoression plot, Obviously, you 
do not get the data screen with coelficients and the hko tnat you get when you do an equation. 
Remember Ihm the graph is merely two-c 0'.::- .cl d works with only one vonable: X. 

When you call up the data screen usmg CTRL-S, you will get a number of pomts relctivo to 
the speed chosen for the draw: 100 for Ve SL lo'" r Extremely Fast. The maximum is 100 tho 
Iirst 100 points plotted. If you wish to see a greater range, choose the Slow or Medium speed 
which show fewer points but cover o wider range 

Plotting is very useful tor crecnnq graphs used in sciennltc cpphccnons, Many equations may 
be plotted usmg this function such as exponential decay Newton's Law of Cooling, the Michaelis 
Menton model of enzyme saturation and others. We hope to produce special scientinc engmeermg 
and finance application pcckcqes for use with B/GRAPH 1!1 the near future. If you hove mailed •·�=- ...... =--------�m�y�o�u--_r_ 'U=-s=e ---_r_._R .. eg1stration' card you will be advised of these updates as they become avmloble. 



104 CHI SQUARE SET UP 
This program is a utility for use m the Chi square test m the statistics package. Since our statistical 
analysis works on only two factors, this program allows you to input a larger matnx of data and 
store it in a format easily used by the Chi square test routine. 

There is only one major function m this set up program: Create a new set of data. Usmg this, 
you will be asked to input a number of rows (they run honzontally from left to right on the screen), 
followed by an input of the number of columns (verhcally, top to bottom on the screen). 

You then enter data for each column individually for the total number of rows. Remember that 
the Chi square test allows no "l" values. Entry is identical to that in either graph program; use 
the cursor keys to edit it and press the CTRL-E key when finished. You will automatically be given 
the next column if there was more specified by your earlier input. 

Once done, the computer will turn the data into two strings; actual and expected values which 
can be saved to disk using the Save function. Returning to the main menu by pressing Exit, you 
choose 5 to change the hie from its ASCII format into a B/GRAPH format and then choose 6 for 
Statist.cal analysis and use your file in the Chi square test. We save the file as an ASCII hie to 
allow you to use the file in other programs and to allow us to provide you this program in an 
unprotected, listable program, so you can see how to set up data files for use in B/GRAPH by your 
own programs. 

For example, let's say we were doing a study of six baseball players on their hits, walks and 
outs and wanted to see if they appeared equal on these statistics. We would set up the following 
table: 

' ----------------------------------------� ������������������������������������������ 

105 Player 
A B c D E F Totals 

Hits 10 7 13 8 14 8 60 
Walks 5 5 0 1 3 6 20 
Outs 28 20 30 20 10 12 120 
Total 43 32 43 29 27 26 200 

This would be entered into Chi square set up as three rows and six columns; the program itself 
will calculate the totals. It will also calculate the expecteds and saves them when you use the Save 
function, as factor two. Although you won't be able to see the expected data, it would look like 
this: 

Expected Player 
A B c D E F Totals 

Hits 12.9 9.6 12.9 8.7 8.1 7.8 60 
Walks 4.3 3.2 4.3 2.9 2.7 2.6 20 
Outs 25.8 19.2 25.8 17.4 16.2 15.6 120 
Total 43 32 43 29 27 26 200 

As you can see, the totals don't change. The Chi square statistic resulting from such a matnx is 
21.36. The degrees of freedom is calculated by multiplymg the (rows minus 1) by the (columns 
minus one) for a value of ten (you don't count total columns or rows for this calculation). You will 
be required to enter the degrees of freedom in the chi-square test routine. B/GRAPH will not tell 
you the value, but as can be seen the cclcukmon is tnvial. 

When you run this using the Chi square test, you see that the probabihty of getting a value of 
21.36 is less than 2%, so at a 5% level of significance (the percentoqe or greater at which you are 
willing to accept the hypothesis), we would reject the hypothesis that these players were equal 
on these statistics. 



106 CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
This last program in B/GRAPH's statistical package allows you to test the correlahon between two 
factors. The program ignores "l" elements and 1f only one factor is Loaded m, 11 becomes the second 
factor and the lirst is a simple increment of tho ordinal numbers from one to the number of 
elements m the second factor. 

With the Simple correlallon function, you test how well the elements m the Icctorfs) correlate 
with each other, m a hneor manner (in regression this would be a one degree equation of the 
form X). You must Load a hie first. since :he program does not work with special values. You will 
bo returned a Correlation coeiiicient when the computations are done. ThJS value ts the square 
root of the coefficient of determinctton, seen earlier in the regression program. It's faster than a 
regression ii you have no interest m doing a full regression. It is used when there is a degree of 
linear relctionship the: appears to exist be:ween the two factors; ie the Y factor moves upwards at 
a steady rate as a multiple oi X. 

The range is minus one to plus one. Plus one means that the "Y" value increases directly with 
the "X". Zero means no apparent relcuonslup, at least linearly. Points in a circle are related, but 
not lmearly, so this 1s not a valid :est for a circle. The danger is in mterprennq tho stctistic tor 
happenstance relationships such as an apparent correlauon between murder and birth rates tha! 
are merely synchromstic rather than related (affecting each other). In North Amenca, murder 
rates have followed an upward trend and birth rates have gone down. both rather steadily. A 
regression on this data will show an nppcrenl relationship but they are m ac:uabty unrelcted. 
Factors may be correlated one to another on a lagged bests. which means that the data tor one 
factor for time period T rs related to the data for the other factor at time T- 1 or T - 2 etc. 

The Rank correlction cooff icient (also Specrrncn's test) rs a simpler test; 1'. requires two Ioctors 
of the same size ·::1;n no "s m them. The numbers mus: be rants such as 'r.ow you roted ten .• ,�.' ' ' . .. --------------------------------------�J ···��������������������������������������� 
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MINI-DOS 

movies. on a scale from one to !en. Numbers may be dupliccted (although they should not be ior a 
proper Iese), but all must be m tne range irom one to ten. The second factor must be the same 
sort of rating but can, of course, be in a different order, say a rankmg of movies done by a local 
reviewer. The Rank correlation coelhciont 'ells you how closely the two rankings actually are. 

The range is mmus one to plus one, as m Simple correlation, with a posmvs number renre 
sentmg sameness of rcnk: the closer to one. :!e:e closer the correkmons botween the two ioctors, 

Here is a graphic example of what we mean by correlation. or how well the data pomts relate 
to each other in a regular manner. Each graph displays one type of correlction: 

5 x 5 x 5 
4 x 4 x 4 
3 x 3 x 3 x x x x x 
2 x 2 x 2 
1 x 1 x 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 2 3 4 5 

Negative Zero (none) Positive 

NEGATIVE: Y values decrease as X values increase. 
ZERO: X and Y values have no obvious linear correlation. 
POSITIVE: Y values increase as X values increase. 
EXIT 

To return to the mam menu agam, type E for exit. 

Mm1-DOS (ior Disk Operotmg System) is provided for the converuence of B GRAPH owners so that 
they can perform the most common DOS functions without hovmg to leave BIGRAPH. 
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Using this module you can read a disk Directory, Delete a hie, Rename a hie, Lock and Unlock 
files. For other DOS functions such as file transfer and copy and lnitializahon, you will have to boot 
up a disk with your regular DOS on it. There is no regular DOS on B/GRAPH, so you cannot boot 
11 from these disks. 

The Delete functions ask you to type "Y" in order to proceed; this allows you to escape from 
the sequence in case you change your mind. 

This is a good lime to remind you as well, of the importance of makmg back-ups of your data 
disks. You can always obtam another copy of B/GRAPH, but data files that you have built up 
over months and years may be irreplaceable. Always make a back-up of your data disk and store 
it separately from your workmg copy. Remember Murphy's Law: "Anything that can go wrong, 
will!" 

Other Mmi-DOS functions ask for a filename to proceed. Hittmg RETURN will give you a disk 
directory, CTRL-F will abort the sequence. Error messages will appear if you try to do a task not 

l09 permitted, such as lock a file on a write-protected disk. You will be returned to the function menu. 
To return to the Main Menu, select 6. 

You will note that in Apple B/GRAPH, 'RESET' does not allow you to enter BASIC. This is to 
prevent inadvertent alterations to the program code. If you wish to 'boot' another program without 
turning your computer off, you may select the EXIT TO BASIC function, al which pomt you will 
be asked to insert a disk for re-boot, and then press any key to proceed. B/GRAPH will be erased 
from memory and the RESET key will have its normal function returned. 

A reminder on the Mam Menu: selection E is for future enhancement disks which need 
B/GRAPH to run. Choosing this selection at present will do nothmg. An enhancement disk needs 
to be available for anything to boot with this selechon. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE 
SCREEN 
Al!hough B GRAPH has both sere n dump and 'shde show ccpcbilities built m. you may also find 
rt necessary or convenient to take color photographs of the venous charts and graphs that you 
create. 

Although there are services thct wi.l produce slides from your computer generated images or 
data. learning a few simple techruques will allow you to take color slides thct will nvol those 
produced by professional services. 

THE EQUIPMENT 
Wi.. strongly rl-rommenJ that you uso a single lens reflex (SLR) camera. This ts the type thct allows 
you to view what will be photographed through the picture to:Ong lens. Most people will probably 
use a 35MM model since slides produced can easily be projected, printed or viewed in a hand 
viewer. Yo.., will fmd that 1· is vinuclly rmpossible to rake a properly focused and framed shde of 
your TV or monitor scree wnh a twin Jens reflex or range finder type camera. 

LENSES AND TRIPODS 
A lens with a toccl le"'gtr m :he range oi 50mm lo 200mm will be suitcble. A 105mm-135mm lens 
!S ideal as the shorter focal lengths !end to accentuate screen curvature and distortion. It you 
are usmg a zoom lens, set tt m tho 150mm range, or its longest focal length. A hrm tripod is a must. 
You can make do with a light weight model but 1f you have any choice use the heaviest one you 
co. 

" " _,. " " " " " --------------------------- � ······���������������������������������· 
ll l ALIGNMENT AND FOCUSING 

• is crinco • r best r ts 'ncr • arr.era be exactly at nght angles to the picture :ube. Tots 
applies to both axes; horizontcl and vertical. You can do a pretty good Job of Judging this by eye, 
but the use of a small spirit or carpenter's level will help a great deal. You should move the tripod 
bock and forth until you have filled the viewfinder with the full picture image. Remember that 11 
you ore producing 35mm slides. that the slide mourn will cover about lo<lo oi the corners of the him, 
so be prepared to experiment with your poruculcr set up until you xnow what it will produce. 

One of tho most annoymg results of a session of trying to photograph a monitor or TV screen, 
is to discover that some small point of hght that you never noticed was reflected off the glass of 
the screen. The simplest solution rs to no: let that happen m the first place. Professional cameras 
are pamted with block enamel for Just this reason. If you have a chrome camera or tripod. try 
either placing some black tape or a dark non reflective cloth over everything except the Jens itself. 
If your screen image hos a bnght background camera reflections con be a very real problem. 

Nciurclly, the room should be totally dark with aL windows covered as best you can. Watch 
out for your eye glasses 1! you wear them. They ore a wonderful source ot screen reflection. Your 
best bet rs to use a cable release with a long exposure and to stand well to the side rather than 
behind the camera. This will also help ovoid reflections from watches and other ewelery as well 
.::x :1elp11,-=, avoid vtbmnon. 

EXPOSURE 
W1 suggi,., t�.at you use an ASA 64 him such as Kodachrome or Ektachrome. This will give you 
very fine gram, o1:hough any dayhgh• bo.anced color him is acceptable. 

A color TV image is produced on your screen by the electron beam scanning across the screen 
60 times a second. Due to the possibility of conflict with the shutter on your camera, you should 
use a shutter speed setting of longer than I 8 second. :1 you were to use a higher shutter speed you 
will either get a partial picture or dark Imes on your slides. Play 11 safe and use a shutter speed 
of 1/2 second for all of your tests. 

Since you are not using any hght source other than your screen itself and screens differ in 



112 brightness, you will have to produce a senes of tests. First, produce a few different graphs and 
charts that have q variety of combinallons of colors and brightnesses. Three or four is sufficient, as 
you will have to run several exposures of each. 

Set your 1V or monitor for a good visual display, so that the screen image is at normal viewmg 
brightness and contrast with the images reproduced by B/GRAPH, NOT from a regular TV show. 
The output intensity of your Apple II+ le may well be quite different than that of 1V reception. 

You will probably find that with a 64 ASA film and a 112 second exposure, an aperture setting 
of 15.6 will work well. Since as we said, your setup may be different than ours, you will have to 
bracket your exposures to find what's best for you. 

Keep notes, and take at least six exposures of each graph, leaving everything unchanged 
except the f stop setting which should run the range from 13.5 to f8. in half stop increments. When 
your shdes have been returned from processing, select the exposure that gives the most saturated 
colors. If, for example ii is f5.6, then a combination setting of 64 ASA film, and a l/2 second 
exposure at 15.6 will become your standard. It rs always a good idea to bracket your exposures by 
a half stop on either side of your standard setting for each shot. This is regular practice by profes 
sional photographers and the slight add1honal cost is well offset by not having to redo a set up 
due to improper exposure. 

Michael Reichmann 

If your mterest in graphs and statistics in particular has been sparked by B/GRAPH we off th 
following brief bibliography. Though there are a great many books on stousnccl cnclysis 0: e 
the market, and we certamly are not familiar with all of them, here are some that we can 
recommend. 

SALES FORECASTING 
David L. Hurwood: Elliot S. Grossman; 
Earl L. Beiley 
The Conference Board Inc. 
New York 
1978 
THEORY OF ECONOMETRICS 2ND ED. 
A. Koutsoyiannis 
The MacMillan Press Ltd. 
London 
1977 
MARKETING RESEARCH - METI-IOOOLOGICAL 
FOUNDATIONS 2ND ED. 
Gilbert A. Churchill Jr. 
Dryden Press 
1979 



114 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 2ND ED. 
Samuel B. Richmond 
Ronald Press 
1964 

STATISTICS WITHOUT TEARS 
A Primer for Non-Mathemahcians 
Derek Rowntree 
Pelican Books 
Middlesex England 
1981 

FACTS FROM FIGURES 
M.J. Moroney 
Pelican Books 
Middlesex England 
1981 

USES AND ABUSES OF STATISTICS 
W.J. Reichmann 
Pelican Books 
Middlesex England 
1981 

COMPUTER SIMULA TIO NS IN BUSINESS 
Hugh ). Watson 
John Wiley & Sons Inc. 
Toronto, Canada 
1981 
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115 DISK FILE DESCRIPTIONS 

DATA FILES PLANET is a three factor hie suitable for graphs and regressions. It contains data for the distance 
in astronomical units, orbital and escape velocities in km/sec for all of the planets in order from 
Mercury out to Pluto. Planet five is actually Ceres; an asteroid included to show how well the curve 
actually hts the data. Source: Dynamic Astronomy, by Robert Dixon, Prentice Hall, 1980. 

ARM is a three faclor file for graphs and regressions, contaimng the amount, in billions of dollars, 
spent by the developing and developed nations in arms and foreign aid (world total expenditures), 
between 1960 and 1979. Figures for expenditures by Lebanon and Cambodia are not included 
after 1975 since they seriously deviate from the curve and/or were involved in civil wars which 
made accounting difficult, to say the least. Source: World Military and Social Expenditures 1981. 
by Ruth Leger Siverd. World Priorines. 1981. 

POP is a pie chart of world populcnon figures by continent, from the 1979 census. Source: World 
Statishcs in Bnef. United Nations, 1981. 

WATERL.PIE is a pie chart comparing French and Allied casualties in lhe four battles between 
June 16 and 18, 1815 that comprised the Waterloo Campaign. Source: The Campaigns of Napoleon, 
by David Chandler, MacMillan, 1966. 

NAPWARS .l, .2 and .3 are casualty figures for selected battles in the Napoleonic Wars.". I" is a 
bar chart comparison of total killed for French and Alhed armies, ". 2", a pie chart of Allied and 
".3" a pie chart of French casualties. The latter two are useful in experimenting with Overlays in 
the line graph mode. Battles are hsted by name in the pie chart versions. The total for these battles 
exceeds 800,000; the Napoleomc wars - all battles included - are responsible for more than 
1.000,000 soldiers killed. This is merely the military casualties; civilion deaths, casualties in 



116 marches. wounded who died later. etc. are not taken mto account. In the battle of Berezma alone, 
some 3n 000 non-cornbctcnts were killed! Source: Chandler, as above. 

JOBS is the twenty yoor trend m the number of militcry personnel. teachers and doctors in the 
world. In 1960 there were 9.851,000 rmhtcry, 6,850.000 teachers and 1.226.000 doctors in the 
28 nations of the developed world. In the 113 nations of the developmg world the numbers were 
8,699,000 rmhtcry, 00.628,000 m 1969, due mostly to the number m Viet Nam) 7,946.000 teachers and 
442.000 doctors. Twenty years later, in 1979. the figures were 9,501.000, 9,600.000 and 2.330,000 
for the developed world and 14,934,000, 19,800.000 and 1.220.000 for the developing world. The 
U.N. stctistics book menhoned above shows that while m the "third world", illiteracy dropped from 
2 to 10°0 (except in South and Lahn Amenca where J! rose considerably), the literacy rate in the 
"v1es1 rn" world has decreased by only !0o at best (m Europe). Source: Siverd, as above. 

CARS.STS is a test file used in the Stctisucs package, purporting to give sample data of defects m 
random samples of ten vehicles taken off an assembly line. It has no real world validity, it is 
simply used for the tutorial in B·GRAPH. 

DEMO I.DAT rs the tutonal hie used in the B GRAPH :utonal section to demonstrate how to Display, 
Save, Update and perform other (unctions with a data disk hie. 
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MENUS 

VIEWING DATA 
SCREENS 

PRINTING GRAPHS 
AND DATA 

REFERENCE GUIDE 
Almost every 8/GRAPH function, m each of the program modules. is referenced through one of the 
many on-screen menus. The Tutonals ior each program explain m detail not only what each 
Function does, but also the theory behind it. 

This Reference Guide is intended as a quick guide to each of the major program functions, 
when the tutorial offers too much, and the on-screen 'HELP' menus. too httle mformahon. 

CTRL-F will display the mam program menu 1f pressed while a graph or data screen is displayed. 
It may also be pressed to return to the mom function menu when checking a disk directory. 

R will always Redisplay a current gr oh from the mom menu. 

CTRL-E is used to signify the terrmnction of data entry, 

CTRL-S r:ari be pressed at any time that a graph is displayed to show the data that was used to 
create th graph. P may be used to move for • vcrd a page (screen) 1: more than 20 uerns are to be 
displayed 

B for Browse and R for Review are used in some of the Stctisticcl modules for examining data 
brouqr m from a disk hie and to see the results of calculahons. These are noted m the mam menu 
of the respective modules. 

CTRL-P is always used when a graph or data screen rs displayed to dump that screen to a printer. 



110 DEFAULTS 

GRIDS AND 
BORDERS 

SAVING AND 
IMAGING GRAPHS 
AND DATA 

CURSOR KEYS 

SPECIAL LABELING 
KEY FUNCTIONS 

RETURN is frequently used to signify that you wish the computer to proceed with the built in default 
values, if you donot wish to enter your own. An example of this is when entenng graph labels. 
If no default value is cvciloble. the built in speaker will sound and you will be shown on the screen 
an example of the type of entry that is expected. 

G and V will produce horizontal and vertical grids on a displayed graph. These are toggle switches 
and removing a Grid line causes the graph to be redrawn for neatness. 

B produces a top and right margin Border on a displayed graph. 

F will automaltcally fill in the area under each !me in a Lme graph, producing what is known as 
an Area Graph. 

S is used in all modules to save the data and other information that was used to create a graph. 
D for Display is used to reload this data m the Graph and Pie modules, and L for Load in the 
Stahstical module. 

I is for Image, and this will save a displayed graph to disk m the form of a high resolution Image, 
or picture file. These can then be recalled in the Labeling module for display. This type of file 
does not contain any data, just the picture as displayed on the screen. 
In any of the graphing modules you may use the cursor control diamond, CTRL W, A, S, Z, to 
move the cursor around the screen. In the Labeling module these keys are used to position the on 
screen cursor to place text for Labeling. 

CTRL-G toggles the HELP-SELECTION screen, Image screen. 

CTRL-R toggles Regular sized text. 
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OTHER KEYS AND 
THEIR FUNCTIONS 

CTRL-W toggles wide text. 

CTRL-B toggles Bold text. 

CTRL-D toggles Double sized text. 

CTRL-1 toggles Invert color. 

CTRL-Q exits Labeling and saves the new Image to disk. 

ESC toggles text entry mode. 

$ is used in the input screen of the Graphing module to force a dollar sign to appear next to the 'Y' 
axes scaling, signifying that the data ts in dollars. 

R is for Rescale, and may be pressed at any lime that a graph is displayed (except Pie Charts) so 
that the 'Y' axis may be rescaled. 

A allows Point graphs to have a line drawn between points, Attaching them. 

S permits the Switching between different types of Graphs while the current graph is displayed. 

O will Overlay onto a currently displayed graph another graph from a data hie on disk. 

C is used to Create a new graph in both the Graphing and Pie Chart modules. Any data from a 
previous graph in memory will be destroyed. 

These are the major functions that will allow you to begin usmg 8/GRAPH. Combined with the 
on-screen menus and in depth tutonols. you should find yourself comfortable with the command 
structure quite quickly. 



120 REMEMBER Anytune the: a Graph rs on •he screen you may press CTRL F to redisplay the mam Menu of that 
program module. Pressing Redisplay will then instantly bnng beck the graph. No data rs ever 
lost unless you Exitthe program module or Create a new graph. Make sure that you Save any 
graph first. 
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NEED HELP? 
Hoving problems? 

Hove you got questions about Batteries 
Included software? Call the 81 Customer 

Support Hotline. We'll be glad to help you in 
any woy we con. Because th,s rs o free 

service we must ask that you keep your 
questions brief and to the point. Since o limit 
of 5 m,nutes of free service ,s permitted per 
coll, prepare your query carefully and have 

pert,nent materials (e.g. your manual) on 
hand when you phone; there will be an 

odd,t,onal charge for calls over five minutes. 
Our hours are 9om to 4pm (est), Monday to 
Friday. Best time to coll - mornings. Worst 

time to call - midday. If our lines are busy, 
please be pat,ent Do not call our switch· 

board; they cannot patch you through or toke 
messoges for custpmer support. If you would 
rather not phone, ·or your question or problem 
is not urgent, please do write. We'll be glad 

to send you o personal reply. 

Please note: customer support is a free 
service for registered owners only. 

Please make sure you have sent in your 
reg,strat,on card. 

Customer 
Support 

(416) 

881·9816 
30 Mural Street Richmond Hill Ontario Canada 148 185 


